
•	 - FACULTY OF HAVERFORD COLLEGE

Regular Meeting
	

September 21, 1959
President Borton, presiding 	 9:00 A.M.

Minute 1:

Minute 2:

Minute 3:

The minutes of the meeting of June 1, 1959 were approved as
circulated.

President Horton introduced the new members of the faculty.

The Dean, reporting for the Academic Council, reported an
amendment to the procedure on reappointment and promotion.
The Academic Council, when acting on the reappointment or
promotion of a department chairman, shall itself constitute
the ad hoe committee to make a recommendation to the Presi-
dent. When any member of the Council is under consideration
for reappointment or promotion he shall withdraw from the
discussion of his own case.

Minute 4:	 President Horton reported action taken by the Board of
Managers in the May 1959 meeting.

a. An architectural firm has been retained by the College
to survey the physical plant of the College.

b. The Board has ruled that undergraduates may no longer
be elected to membership in the Triangle anu Beta Rho
Sigma Societies.

c. The Board again appropriated funds for the Faculty Re-
search Fund.

Meeting adjourned: 9:45 A.M.
Harmon C. Dunathan
Secretary
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REPORT OP , D1 I S S' ONS  o CLASS OF 1963 

1. Volume

Freshmen

Noo of Applications	 552
Noo of Decisions	 516
Noe Accepted	 193
Noo of Matriculants 	 130

20 School Distribution

Public Inaependent

Decisions 317 199
Accepted 102 91
Matriculants 69 61
Noo of different schools

in class 42 59

Clase Rank Distribution

Public Sehollt

Opintile Decisions ApMvsle Matriculants

1 228 89 5?
2 46 9 8
3 14 1 1
4 3
5 1

no rank 25 3 3

^uinti e

j^ndent Schoa1e

Decisions hppgovals Matriculants,

1 72 48 29
2 56 26 21
3 29 10 6
4 9 2 2
5 12 3. 1

No rank 21 4 2



SAT Scores of Matricul8nts s Classes of 1959-1983

Cl	 o 

Q3 	624

Verbal	 Median	 563

Qi	 500

Q3	 65o

Math,	 Median '	 600

011	 518

1260 1211 1962 12§2
662 638 684 702

607 595 636 65o

520 541 574 612

678 669 706 715

605 613 647 669

526 :66 587 595

93	 75th percentile

Q1 • 25th percentile

Geographical Distribution

Decisions . Admktted Matriculated 

Bey England 50 17 11
Middle Atlantic 366 123 89
Southern 22 11 .	 5
Central 55 33 20
Reeky Mountain and

Pacific Coast 15 8 4
Foreign 8 1 1



Colleges Chosen by NoniMatriculants

Harvard	 21
Princeton	 5
Yale	 4
Cornell	 1
Dartmouth	 2
Brown	 1
Amherst	 7
Wesleyan	 3
Williams	 1
Swarthmore	 3
Kenyon	 3
Oberlin	 1
Pomona	 1
Cal, Tech,	 1
Stanford	 1
Miami (Ohio)	 1
Dickinson	 1
Lafayette	 1
Bracknell	 1
Reed	 1
Unknown	 3

Total	 63
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FACULTY OF HAVERFORD COLLEGE

Regular Meeting	 October 22, 1959
President Borton, presiding 	 11:05 A.M.

Minute 1: The minutes of the meeting of September 21st, 1959 were
approved as corrected.

Minute 2: The Curriculum and. College Program Committee (A. Loewy)
will bring a proposal to the faculty at the special meet-
ing of November 2nd concerning the awarding of final honors.

Minute 3: The Fellowships and Prizes Committee (H. Pfund) will dis-
tribute a list of fellowships currently available for
faculty and students.

Minute 4: The Medical Plan Committee (H. Teaf) will distribute the
annual report of the Medical Expense Reimbursement Plan
(Annex I). At present emeriti are not included in the
Medical Expense Reimbursement Plan. The faculty approved
the suggestion that those faculty who have been using the
services of one of the College faculty doctors should be
allowed to continue with this doctor as emeriti. The
faculty recommended that full coverage of all emeriti under
the Medical Expense Reimbursement Plan be considered.

Minute 5: The faculty representatives to the Board (H. Teaf and L. Green)
reported action taken at the meetings of September 25th and
October 20th, 1959. Pension Plan payments to widows of
emeriti have been increased and further increases are being
considered. A report was made on a number of gifts the
College received recently and on the current yield of the
College endowment funds.

Minute 6. The President expressed the thanks of the faculty to John Cary
for his management of the Thomas Mann Commemoration.

Minute 7: The President informed the faculty that the report on the
future of the College was nearing completion and would be
distributed to the faculty in the near future.

Minute 8: A. Loewy requested that a special meeting of the faculty be
scheduled to consider the athletic program.

Minute 9: A suggestion was made that the special meetings of the faculty
be scheduled far in advance of the time of the meetings to
allow preparation for such meetings.

Adjourned: 12:02 P.M.
Harmon C. Dunathan
Secretary
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Annex I Meeting of Oct, 22, 1959.

HAVERFORD COLLEGE MEDICAL EXPENSE MIMBURSAMENT PLAN

Report for period September 1, 1958 to August 31,1959

Balance carried forward as of August 31, 1958	 $ 11 0008,31
Allocation to HER2 from cor.ege budget, 1958-59	 5,000.00

TOTAL FUNDS AVAILAI!la ]?OR adIRP $ 16,008.31

Claims carried over from /957-58
Total expenditurea reported	 $	 630,55
Applicable hospi:411 medical plan allowances 	 299.00

Net eligible elnenditures	 331.55
Approved claim . laymenti.; (75 of preceding item)	 248.66

BALANCE AVAILATLE	 $ 15.759.65

radical claims against MERF: 958-59

Total expenditures mpwted
Total deductible ($175 lAr person, or

hospital/medical plug allowances,
if greater than $17D

Net eligible expenditures 	 10909,69

Approved claim payments (80v,; of preceding item)

BALAN CARRIED FORWARD AS CP AUGUST 31, 1959

1,527.74

$ 14,231,91

Claims were paid to ten individuals in nine different families.

COMMITT4 ON MEDICAL PLAN'S
Willial Bo Cadbury, Jr., Chairman
Theodor o R. Hetzel
Arnold. St.tterthwaite

$ 4,o49.93

2,140.24



FACULTY OF HAVERFORD COLLEGE

Special Meeting	 . November 2, 1959
President Borton, presiding	 4:05 P.M.

Minute 1:

Minute 2:

Consideration of the minutes of the meeting of
October 22nd was postponed until the next regular
meeting.

The Curriculum Committee (A. Loewy) has considered
a revision of the College policy in awarding final
honors. Their tentative proposal (Annex I) was dis-
cussed at length. The faculty seemed to favor grant-
ing college honors and department honors or department
honors only. There was an extended discussion of the
number of grades of honors desirable in granting final
honors. The committee was then asked to submit a new
proposal based on the results of the discussion.

Adjourned: 5:40 P.M.

Harmon C. Dunathan
Secretary

O



Annex I Meeting of Nov,
2nd 1959,

ILANEIOri CCILúOps

yuraTi.culuna Committee

This is a ten,	 description of the awarding of Final Honors as
it might appear in the Catalogue. It is submitted for faculty criticism
and discussion at the faculty meeting of Monday, November 2 9 1959.

It is proposed to separate Honorable Mention from Final Honors and
to retain the description of Honorable Mention as it stands (Cato 3.9590 p.116)
under a separate bold-lettered h'ading "Honorable Mention,"

It is proposed that the Catalogue description of Final Honors (pp. 1164) .

read as follows:

FINAL II4Ndr.S

Final Honors are designed to provide recognition that a student has
undertaken and carried through „cademic work of high quality. In order to
recognize a student's performance in both his College work in general and
his specific departmental program, Final. Honors are awarded either as College
Honors or as Departmental Honors or as botb.

1. College Honors

College Honors are awarded for work of high caliber throughout the
four years in all areas of study with which the student has had contact.
They are awarded on the basis of grade averages obtained during the four
years of study with the individual years weighted according to the following
formula: freshman year . 1.5, sophomore year 2.59 junior year • 3 9 senior
year 3.

Two categories of College Honors are recognized: mam^t,átgsm Wit and
summa cum 1 a e, (The exact values of the weighted average are to be deter-
mined by faculty action. We suggest that they be adjusted so that we would
be awarding approximately 5 magnas and 1 summa each year.)

2. Departmental Honors

Departmental Honors are given for work of high caliber in the student's
major department. The exact nature of this work and the specific criteria
used are prescribed by each department and a description of these can be
found in the listing of departmental requirements in this Catalogue. All
Departmental Honors work has the following features in comma (a.) it
represents work which both in quantity and in quality is cionsideratU superior
to the work required for eradu tian, (b.) the candidate must satisfy the
department by his adeptness„ depth of insight and intellectual commitment
that he indeed has develored an intimate understanding of the discipline of
his major field.

Three categories of Departmental Honors are recognized: Jcnors -
recognition of work of high quality in the departmental program, Zgli Emu, -
recognition of work of exceptionally high caliber indicating that the can-
didate has reached an unusual degree of competence in the work of his major
department,het Hon s recognition of both the achievement of competence
as envisioned in the High Honors category and an outstanding degree of orig.
inality and scholarly initiative such as is encountered in a student on very
rare occasions.



FACULTY OF H VERFORD COLLEGE

Regular Meeting	 November 19, 1959
President Berton, presiding 	 11:05 A.M.

Minute 1:

Minute 2:

Minute 3:

Minute 4:

Minute 5:

Minute 6:

Minute 7:

Minute 8:

The minutes of the meetings of October 22nd and November 2nd
were approved as circulated.

The Admissions Committee (Parker) called attention to the report
from the Admissions Office on the Class of 1963 (Annex I).

The Curriculum and College Program Committee (Loewy). has invited
three members of the faculty, Gutwirth, Parker and Hetzel, to
join the committee for the consideration of College policy in
awarding final honors.

The Faculty Compensation Committee (Oakley) submitted a report
(Annex II) which was approved by y the faculty. The President
will present the report to the Board at the appropriate time.

The Library Committee (Ashmead) requested that the Philips Pro-
gram Committee be revived to establish a limit on periodical ex-
penditures. A recommendation of the ad hoe Philips Committee
(Oakley) (Annex III) pertaining to this issue was made in a
report of April 23rd, 1959 but never acted on by the faculty.
The faculty approved this recommendation (Annex III) with the
specific suggestion (MaOaffrey) that the Librarian and the
Library Committee chairman join the Philips Program Committee
when the percent allocation of funds is being considered.

The Library Committee (Ashmead) commended the Chemistry Depart-
ment for changing from bound volumes to miorocards in the case
of several foreign language journals and recommended this course
of action to other departments.

The Library Committee (Ashmead) reported progress in an investi-
gation of Library expenditures and sources of income at co parable
small colleges. Haverford College has been criticized by the
Accreditation Committee (of colleges in this region) for the small
percentage of its budget spent on Library matters.

The Committee requested that the administration and faculty con-
template seriously two new sources of funds for the Library:
(a) a specific amount of the student unit fee intended primarily
for duplicate and replacement books, and (b) setting aside endow-
ment funds specifically for the Library.

The faculty representatives to the Board (Teaf) reported the
Board meeting of November 13, 1959. At this meeting the architect
retained by the Board (V. Kling) reported the results of his study
of the College facilities. This report will be presented to the
faculty at a special meeting in the future.
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Faculty Meeting (continued)
November 19, 1959

A "Guide for Planning the Future Size of Haverford College"
was prepared by President Borton, H. Teaf and A. Lemonick
with the approval of the Board as a report to the Board and
to the faculty. This guide was distributed as a "first
draft" to the faculty for its consideration (Annex IV).

The faculty agreed to the suggestion of the Academic Council
that a special meeting be held Monday, November 23d at 4:05 P.M.
to discuss the "Guide for Planning the Future Size of Haverford
College."

Adjourned: 12:07 P.M.

Harmon C. Dunathan
Secretaay ,

Minute 9:

Minute 10:

•
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10 Volume

Freshmen

No® of Applications	 552
Boo of Decisions	 516
No. Accepted	 193
Nom of Matriculants 	 130

20 School Distribution

	Pubic	 Indmngea

Decisions	 317	 199
Accepted	 102	 91
Matriculants	 69	 61
No© of different schools

in class	 42	 59

3. -Class Rahk Distribution

Public Schools •

quintile Decisions Aúprotal9 Matricu].ants ,

1 228 89 57
2 46 9 8
3 14 1 1
4 3
5 1

Vo rank 25 3 3

Independent Schools

Pl.iirxtilá Decisions AUJR9va]4 Matriculants 

1 72 48 29
2 56 26 21
3 29 lo 6
4 9 2 2
5 12 1 1

No rank 21 4 2
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40 Distribution of SAT Score

Decisions

©er®

Aux^r^ ,Matricu.]. necisions

M átho

=ó a ,Matricul^

750.800 12 8 4 42 21 17
700-743 74 48 3o 88 51 29
650-699 107 50 31 98 43 25
600-649 109 48 35 91 34 21
550-599 77 22 17 74 25 24
500-549 64 15 11 65 11 7
450-499 33 2 2 26 7 6
400-449 11 8 1 1
350-399 7 2
No scores 21 22

^ver,^^mMath LVer^

Decisions a„.^ x^c^`:' =.'.=^9^ór...,.,.,. Matricu_laats

750-800 10 7 4
700..750 65 43 30
650-699 128 66 35
600-649 107 41 32
550-599 93 25 18
500-549 57 11 11
45+99 25
400.449 8
35o399 2
No scores 21

,SAT Percentile Ratings - Matriculants

Standard KatiVerbal, Math,	 Average Math. & Verbal

750 97 87 97 99,4
700 74 65 74 98
650 5o 46 47 93
600 23 30 23 84
550 10 11 8 69
500 2 5 50
45o 1 31
40o
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SAT Scores of Matriculants — Classes of 1959-1963

1221.
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Verbal	 Median
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500

93	 650
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12§1 1961 19Ag 12fil.

662 638 684 702

607 595 636 650

520 541 574 612

678 9 706 715

605 613 647 669

526 556 587 595

• 95 . 75th percentile

Q1 m	 25th p®rcentil

Geographical Distribution

Decisions l:tcá ^Qtr^3^le.teñtâ̂  ^^^

New England 50 17 11
Middle Atlantic 366 123 89
Southern 22 11 5
Central 55 33 20
Rocgq Mountain and.

Pacific Coast 15 8 4
Foreign 8 1 1
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Total	 63

7.	 Colleges Chosen by Non.Matriculants

Harvard 21
Princeton .5
Yale Li.
Cornell 1
Dartmouth 2
Brown 1
Amherst 7
Weelepan 3
Williams 1
Swarthmore 3
Kenyon 3
Oberlin 1
Pomona 1
Cal. Tech. 1
Stanford. 1
Miami (Ohio) 1
Dickinson 1
Lafayette 1
Bucknell 1
Reed. 1
Unknown 3

1



Nov mber 19 0 1959

The members of the Faculty Committee on Coa; ensation have
talked with a number of the faculty who seem to be iri general
agreement that of prime consideration is the ,question of
salaries. We feel, therefore, that we should continue with the
program established two years ago of asking the Administration
and Board of Managers  to make every possible effort to follow
a procedure aimed at a doubling of salaries during the ten—year .;
period from 1958-59 to 1968-690 We believe that the doubling
of salaries during this period is indeed a minimum goal to be
attained.

The faculty are grateful to the Administration and to the
Board of Managers for their determination to, maintain the upward
salary adjustments begun several years ago. We are well aware of
the attendant problems such action produces. But it . is our firm
belief that, in order'to maintain a faculty of high quality, it
is essential that substantial salary increases be continued during
the coming years.

Your committee makes the following recommendation:

The faculty' recommends to the Administration that salaries for
1960w1 be increased in the amount of 8 0/0 across the board
with appropriate modification of the salary scale and gurth r
that an additional amount be available for merit increases°

CO o jh

First report of FCC

tla. I3o^,^h®rty
I. Finger
C. Ca?-.ley, Chairman
H. Fitianter, 2nc? semester
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GUIDE FOR PLANNING THE FUTURE IZE OF $AVERFORD COLLEGE

By

Hugh Borton

Howard M. Teat', Jr.

Aaron Lemonick

November 1959
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Preface

The following Report is the result of a need which both the Faculty
and Administration recognized last spring for an analysis of the effects of
current developments in higher education on the future of liberal arts
colleges and particularly on Haverford College. In April 1959, the Faculty
members of the Academic Council asked Professor Howard Teaf, Chairman of
the Department of Economics, and Professor Aaron Lemonick, Chairman of the
Physics Department, to be the Faculty members of a committee to make such a
study with President Hugh Borton. This committee then visited four liberal
arts colleges, Amherst, Hamilton, Wabash, and Wesleyan. The presidents of
these institutions graciously made themselves, their staffs, and their
faculties available to us. The committee found especially helpful the num-
erous self-studies that have been made by colleges similar to our own, and
various contacts with the study of the economics of higher education being
made by Professor Seymour Harris, of Harvard University.

The present draft of our Report is for use of the Board of Managers
and Faculty in their consideration of the future of Haverford College.
Although parts of it were written by individual members of the Committee,
we were ruthless in our criticisms of each other's sections in innumerable
sessions we held during the summer and this fall. Hence it is in reality a
joint Report. While we realize more time would enable us to present a more
finished product, we have decided it better to distribute the Report now in
its present form, so that discussion and decisions on the basic issues
raised may be completed as soon as practicable, and studies on collateral
subjects undertaken.

Hugr Borton

President

•

November, 1959



THE GENERAL PROSPECT FOR HIGHER EDUCATION

i
Increased Demand for Higher Education -The-Supply of Faculty 

A study of educational policy at Haverford College and setting of
policy for the future require, probably as never before, consideration of
the whole world of higher education. Partly because of matters of principle,
partly because of very practical matters, Haverford must consider what has
been called, variously, "the bulge," "the tidal wave," "the great on-rush"
of college students.

It is estimated that the total enrollment in institutions of higher
education will have doubled between 1958 and 1968 or 1970. If the present
national student-faculty ratio (13:1) is maintained, this would - mean doubling
the total faculties of the colleges and universities. This is not likely,
considering (1) the present output of graduate schools, (2) the output in
prospect in the next few years, even with heavy promotional efforts and
greatly increased fellowship programs, and (3) the competition from industry
and government for men and women with advanced degrees. So there will be
severe competition for good teachers; in some disciplines and some geograph-
ical areas, the competition is already showing "cut-throat" characteristics.
Those who have been studying the general situation believe that it will be
necessary to raise the national student-faculty ratio to something around
20:1, and that to attract enough teachers to accomplish even this ratio,
faculty salaries will have to be doubled.•	 It is further predicted that total educational costs, even on a per-
student basis will have doubled by 1970.*

Public and Private Institutions

Of course, the first question is, "Where will all these students go?"
It is not difficult to foresee the factors that will enter into the develop-
ment of the answer.

On the one hand, public pressure for the provision of accommodatio s
in institutions of higher education will practically guarantee whatever
expansion is necessary in state universities and state and community colleges,
and the establishment of many new institutions of those types. It is not so
clear that private institutions will be able to or will want to increase
proportionately; that is, it can hardly be expected that they would be able
to raise capital and current funds sufficient to handle a doubled enrollment
or that the situation will be much aided by the establishment of new private
institutions. Private institutions will be hard pressed even to meet the
increase in costs. So it seems inevitable that the proportion of college
students in public institutions will be considerably higher in 1970 than at
present.

*It is predicted by Professor Seymour Harris Harvard University;' that, in
the ten-year period, tuition rates in public institutions will increase by
about 233 percent, in private institutions (from a higher base) by about
125 percent.

1



Recognition of Social Pressures and Responsibilities 

Undoubtedly society looks to the whole world of education, to in-
stitutions of all types to help solve the problem of mounting demand for
education and mounting educational costs. In this sense, there is social
pressure on Haverford College and a responsibility either to help meet the
increased demand or to have a valid answer for non-participation in the
increase. Corollary to this is the responsibility on Haverford, as on all
educational institutions, to use the scarce educational resources which are
becoming relatively more scarce, in as efficient and economical a manner as
possible.

It is easy to say that any increase that we could absorb would be
only a drop in the bucket, but this is also true of our present aggregate
effort. If we, with objective justification, think that our present activ-
ity is an important drop in the total bucket of education, the increase in
our efforts, however small proportionately, would be equally important in
the total increase.

2



e
11U SITUATION OF HAVERFORD COLLEGE 

The Problem of Maintaining Quality.

Everyone connected with Haverford College (and many who are not
connected), in thinking about the future of the College, starts with the
assumption that it will continue to emphasize quality in education and that
any change would be in the direction of improving the quality of both
students and the educational process. Logically, it would appear that,
with the great increase in secondary school graduates seeking admission to
college, there would be no difficulty in securing matriculates of steadily
better quality, assuming that we continue to admit about 125 per year. And
with better "material" - all other things equal - the Faculty ought to be
able to do more, go further, improve the educational process throughout.
But there are several significant factors that complicate and perhaps in-
validate that simple logical argument.

For one thing, all other things are not equal. As indicated in the
preceding section, it is becoming increasingly difficult to secure Faculty
replacements of the quality desired. And a higher-grade student body and a
higher level of education make demands on the whole College - curriculum,
equipment, auxiliary services, etc. - which are sometimes difficult to meet
within the institutional framework and functions of a small college. Also,
even with the larger number of applicants, competition in the form of
scholarships and active solicitation of the best students by quality colleges
and universities is continually increasing. In many respects, which will be
brought out in subsequent sections of this report, there are serious ques-
tions about whether, regardless of financial costs and resources, a very
small college can continue to do the quality job that Haverford has set as
its goal. Stated differently in the face of current and prospective con-
ditions, is it more likely that Haverford College will do its best quality
job at or near its present size or with a somewhat larger number of students?

Some of the questions raised in the preceding paragraph might be
answered entirely by adequate financial resources, regardless of size con-
siderations and limitations.* "Adequate," however, may be an unreasonable
amount and it may, therefore, be economically impracticable to achieve
certain aspects of the qualitative optimum. It must be added, however, that
it is not always possible simply to buy quality; achieving a given quality
level is conditional upon having adequate financial resources, but having
the resources does not guarantee the quality, as more than one college has
discovered.

Qualitative vs. Quantitative Aspects 

Since no one suggests that we depart from our aim of highest quality
undergraduate education, the question is whether there would be deterioration

*For example, a college of seven or eight hundred students could well afford
and probably would have two deans, one of whom might, by specialization,
provide such auxiliary services as vocational guidance and placement. But
even a much smaller college, with adequate resources, and needing only one
dean, can hire the specialized services.



or dilution of this aim if we were to undertake an operation at a somewhat
higher scale (say 25 percent). To restate the case, we must have good
qualitative reasons if we decide to stand on our present size, or we must
have good reasons to believe that, if we increase in size, we can do so
without diminishing the quality of our product.

The situation is not as simple, however, as is indicated in the
preceding paragraph. Even if we stand on our present number, we should not
expect that the College would remain the same as it is today. For one
thing, it should be expected that selecting the same number of freshmen
each year from a very much larger universe of applicants or potential appli-
cants would yield a very much higher level of matriculants, all other things
being equal. So it might be possible to phrase the preceding statement of
the issue as follows Should we have a college of the same size as at
present or approximately the same size, but potentially of much higher stu-
dent quality, or can we increase the size of the college (and -should we
increase) with something closer to the present student quality, and can we
accomplish the same results as at present or perhaps do even better in spite
of the increase in size?

The quantitative aspect is further complicated by the fact that, if
we hold the present size, the College must find ways of meeting greatly in-
creased educational costs in the next decade. The educational cost per
student could be less if the student body were larger by a limited degree.

Immediacy of the Problem

Some decisions must be made in the immediate future, regardless of
whether or not the size of the College is increased, but the nature of
these decisions is such that they will be affected directly by policy with
respect to size. For example: The need for additional and/or replacement
facilities for the physical science departments. These departments are now
cramped for laboratory and office space, and several of the buildings would
require immediate major reconstruction to meet building-code regulations,
if they are to remain in use. Something must be done within the next year
or two, but in planning new facilities should it be assumed that the college
will have about 455 students as at present or 500, 550 , or what? Another
example: Some sections of the present dormitories are now over-crowded;
additional .dormitory facilities are needed. Again - should the planning of
dormitories be based on a college of 455, or 500, or what?



HAVERFOBD COLLEGE: ENDS AND MEANS 

Background

In order to understand the problems which face Haverford College in
the future, it is necessary first to outline the development of the present
policy of the College. For purposes of this report, the first significant
document is that entitled "College Program," approved by the Faculty of the
College on November 17 and by the Board of Managers on November 21, 1947.
This statement was the product of the College Program Committee and a
special Board Committee under the leadership of Edward Evans.

Before outlining the pertinent aspects of this report, certain
specific points should be noted. In the twelve years which have elapsed
from the time that report was made to the fall of 1959, there have been
notable changes not only among institutions of higher learning as a whole
but in Haverford College itself. As for the latter, there has been a marked
alteration in the composition of the Board, the Faculty, and the Administra-
tion. In addition to shifts in Alumni representation on the Board, exactly
one half of the Board has been replaced by new members in this period. In
the Faculty, there have been even greater changes. Only 19 out of about 45
full-time Faculty members listed in the Bulletin for 1947 are on the present
faculty. Administrative changes have included a new President, a new Vice
President for Development, and a new Dean . In other words, 50 percent of
our present Board and nearly 60 percent of our present Faculty had no voice
in the formation or approval of a general program under which the College
is now operating.
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In the academic year 1947 --48, student enrollment reached its highest
in the history of the College, an average of 544 for the entire year, a
figure over twice that of two years earlier and over one-fifth higher than
that of 1958-59•

Equally impressive differences appear during this period in total
costs of operating the College as well as in the types of receipts and ex-
penditures. Total costs at present are more than double what they were in
1947 and there are. only five-sixths as many students now as there were in
1947. While the general proportion of expenditures for the operation of
various aspects of the College has remained approximately the same, there
has been a marked shift in the sources of income. The proportion of tuition
receipts to costs has dropped from 72 percent to 50 percent, the difference
coming largely from increases from one to eight percent in special funds
and from one-fourth percent to 12 percent in donations.

The "College Program," as approved by the Board of Managers in
November 1947, set forth the intended aims of the College, the pattern for
its religious life, and the academic curriculum and non-academic program
which were to be developed to implement these aims. It also set forth the
means of attaining these objectives through student government and extra-



curricular activities, special lectures and visitors to the college, and a
27 percent reduction in a student body which was to be of diverse composi-
tion.

Aims of the College.

Since its origin, Haverford College has been identified with the
Religious Society of Friends. Thus Quaker principles have furnished and
will continue to furnish the background for its ideals, both religious and
secular. The College continues to stress moral values and personal ideals,
to stand firmly for freedom of religious belief and conscience and for a
respect for all sincere seekers after truth. It endeavors to provide an
atmosphere in which every student acquires a clear insight into unchanging
moral values of life, a quickening awareness of the life of the spirit
within him, and a deepening faith in God and that of God in everyone.
Particularly, in our mid-week Quaker meeting for worship Students and
Faculty alike have a unique opportunity to learn from the meditative silence
or from a spoken message, how to delineate and cultivate the highest moral
principles, to see themselves in their proper relation to their fellowmen,
to life as a whole, and to God.

As a Quaker institution, therefore, the College stresses in its
educational philosophy the importance of personal ideals. It places great
emphasis on a high standard of academic performance for its students within
a broadly based liberal arts undergraduate curriculum. While the College
believes that the mastery of facts, techniques, and intellectual skills is
important for its students, this training must be coupled with the desire
and moral capacity to use this training for worthwhile ends.

Members of the Faculty will vary in their approaches to their sub-
jects. Some will expect their students to obtain an imaginative grasp of
the inter-relationship of the various branches of knowledge. Others will
demand an understanding of the techniques of a single discipline, whether
in the natural sciences, social sciences, or humanities, as well as a
knowledge of the chief facts of that discipline. Faculty members will, re-
gardless of their approach, vary greatly in their methods - lecture, dis-
cussion, tutorial, or research project. But, whatever the approach and
method, the College attaches a high value to effective teaching, to intel-
lectual integrity, to the search for truth wherever it leads, to independence
of judgment, and to a capacity to carry out independent work.

Another basic aspect of Haverford's educational philosophy is a
practical application of the Quaker principle of the fundamental worth of
the individual. The College has, therefore, a basic interest in its
students as individuals. This centering of the College's education on the
individual is achieved through strict control over the total size of the
student body, through the opportunities for advanced work in the student's
major field, through smaller seminar classes in the junior and senior years,
and through individual project courses or honors work.

During the past years, Haverford College has acquired an enviable
reputation among institutions of higher learning for its high scholastic
standards. It has, therefore, carried out in a most convincing manner the
demonstration sought by President Gilbert White in 1954, namely, that a
small liberal arts college is both desirable and practicable and can retain
quality with careful selectivity and without expansion.
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The basic question at the moment, therefore, is not whether the
College should change its basic aims or its proper role among institutions
of higher learning; rather, the question is whether these aims can be
achieved in the light of present-day pressures. Thus we are confronted
with the necessity of distinguishing between ends to be achieved, which
have just been outlined, and the means to be used to achieve these ends in
the face of strong social and financial pressures.

Policy of the College on. Size 

Extensive changes have taken place in the past twelve years in the
Faculty, Administration, and Board of Haverford College. During the same
period the size of the College has been one of its vital characteristics
and has been the result of a conscious policy. In considering any future
policy, we must first review the development of the present position of the
College on this matter.

The "College Program" of 1947 is specific on the problem of the size
of the College.

"The enrollment at Haverford is now about 550...Haverford plans,
however, to reduce its student body within the next three years
so that it may better fulfill its function as a small liberal
arts college. An enrollment of 400 undergraduates appears to be
about the largest that Haverford can serve without the loss of
important values. A student body of this number will make it
possible to keep classes small and to preserve the opportunity
for intimate contact between faculty and students, satisfactory
relationships among the students and the present standard of
admissions."

The statement continues with a description of the type of student
who would be admitted under this program: students of sound scholastic
preparation and intellectual promise who were in sympathy with the aims of
the College. At the same time, in the selection of students the College
would strive to assure diversity of geographical, social, and educational
background, economic status, race, and aspirations for the future.

The "College Program" also provided for periodic review and evalua-
tion of all of its aspects except the size of the College. From the avail-
able documents, it is clear that "an enrollment of 400 undergraduates" was
considered the ideal size and that most expected this to be achieved. In
his annual report in October 1949 President White pointed out that the bulge
in enrollment for the preceding year was in the three upper classes, so that
two more years would be required to reduce the student body to 400.

An analysis of the enrollment figures for the next few years shows
that the first reduction of any consequence was in 1949, the second year
after the "College Program" was adopted. For the first time since the war,
in the fall semester of 1949 enrollment was less than in the preceding year,
and for the entire year the average enrollment showed a reduction of five
percent from the peak of 556. Further reductions were difficult, according
to President White, because "overhead costs increased so markedly that the
financial feasibility of a small student body is distinctly less than
previously estimated." Nevertheless, the undergraduate body was steadily
reduced for the next few years. In the fall semester of 1953 it reached
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about 46o students, although graduate and special students kept the total
numbers to nearly 500. For the next three years (1953-56), the number of
undergraduates remained at about 460 and from 1956 it has hovered around
450. At the same time, graduate students have all but vanished from the
campus. Thus total enrollments at the College have dropped from 550 to
450.

During this same period, in addition to a major program of recon-
ditioning the College buildings and transforming Merion Hall into Faculty
apartments, the construction of two major buildings was undertaken. In
June 1952, on recommendation of a Special Committee on Needs and Resources,
specific steps were taken to make possible the construction of a field
house and a new dormitory. As for the latter, in November 1952 it was
estimated that a new dormitory to house 95 students would be needed to
provide places for the 47 students from Merion Hall, to eliminate three
students in two-room suites in Barclay Hall, and to reduce Lloyd Hall
occupancy from four to three in a suite. To put the matter another way,
the original plans called for a dormitory to house 95 students. At that
time the total enrollment, both graduate and undergraduate, was only 18
more than it was to be in the year 1957-58 .

Because of building costs and the desire to construct both a new
dormitory and  field house, the final plans for the dormitory as approved,
provided for a capacity of only 52 students. As the change of Merion Hall
from a dormitory to Faculty apartments required new dormitory space for
47 students, the net gain in space for students after Leeds Hall was com-
pleted was far less than originally planned. When it was opened in the
fall of 1955, it provided for only five more students than the number
evicted from Merion Hall. Thus the construction of Leeds Hall prevented
the further crowding of students as a result of the shift in the use of
Merion Hall. It did not, however, solve the problem of overcrowding in
the two other main dormitories.

The next important step in the development of the present policy
on the size of the College was the annual report of President White in
October 1954. Nearly half of that report was devoted to that topic. He
noted that the College's undergraduate enrollment had been reduced to
nearly 450 students and that it seemed wiser to level off at that number
rather than 400 as proposed in 1947. He continued, "As we approached 450,
we have concluded in our budgeting that to reduce tuition income below
that figure would require cutting expenditures which appear to be essential
for serving student needs. As much as we might like to have the smaller
college, it would be more expensive than the present endowment resources
would permit."

He then noted several reasons why it was desirable for Haverford
College to remain small in the face of impending increases of 70 to 100
percent in the total College population. Of primary importance, he be-
lieved, was a size small enough to permit the development of a genuine
community of Faculty and students. A size of between 400 and 500 would
afford .a chance for all of the students to know each other and for Faculty
members to expect to know the students at sight. Secondly, he pointed out
that it is not at all certain that enlargement brings with it administra-
tive efficiency, especially in an institution where individual student
growth is the chief objective. He also believed that expansion "would
clearly, but to an undetermined degree, detract from the quality of our
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present work." A larger student body would also place a heavy strain on
the proper functioning of student government.

President White then listed financial considerations and administra-
tive problems which would be affected by increased size. He stated that an
increase in the number of students beyond 400 or 450 would require in the
long run an expansion in the physical plant -- the dining hall, the Meeting
House, the Library, and laboratories. Finally, he believed that a larger
enrollment would impose difficulties on the Admissions Office in obtaining
a competent and well-balanced entering class.

In conclusion, President White pointed out that Haverford College,
by limiting its maximum size to 450 students, had two constructive parts to
play in American higher education. The first was to demonstrate that small
units for liberal education are both desirable and practicable. The second
was to show what sort of students the liberal arts colleges could produce
with greater selectivity and without major expansion.

At this point it should be made patently clear that the basic
question facing Haverford College in 1959 is whether both internal and ex-
ternal conditions have changed in the last five years to such an extent as
to invalidate some of these conclusions and hence to require a revision of
policy if our objectives are to be achieved. Furthermore, if conditions
today have changed to such an extent as to necessitate a re-evaluation of
our present policies, increases in the next five to 10 years in the national
college student population and greater operating costs for the colleges and
universities will only exacerbate present conditions. Hence, whatever
conclusions are reached should be flexible enough to meet rapidly changing
conditions.

In order to complete the record, the following recent actions of
the Board of Managers should be noted. In the first place, under the
chairmanship of Thomas B. Harvey, the Resources and Development Committee
has been actively considering the immediate and future physical needs of
the College. These considerations, as well as discussions among Faculty
and Administration, led to the conclusion that a study should be made of
the present objectives of the College and of the effect of size on these
objectives, especially educational policy. Professor Howard Teaf and
Professor Aaron Lemonick were selected by the Academic Council as Faculty
members to make such a study with Hugh Barton, The present report is the
first result of this study.

It soon became apparent to those working on future problems of
the. College, including the Board's Resources and Development Committee,
that two additional studies were necessary in order to have available
information necessary for wise decisions on the future of the College.
Consequently, on May 22, 1959, the Board of Managers approved the employ-
ment of Lewis Bowen as a consultant to make a survey and ascertain what the
College's potential may be for a capital funds campaign sometime in the
near future. At a special meeting. on June 25, 1959, called expressly to
consider the problem, the Board approved the retention of Vincent Kling,
Architect, for the preparation of a master plan and topographical model
of the College as it now stands, including a written report setting forth .

"the findings regarding the structures now in use, as well as recommend-
ations for over-all planning of the campus from the point of view of best
land use, building use, building retirement, and other related problems."
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In approving this action, the Board was not committing itself as to future
architectural services or detailed planning of new buildings which might
be needed in the future. Preliminary studies are now in hand.
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VALUES AND IMPORTANCE OF SMALL COLLEGES

Community Characteristics 

Among the most prominent and important features of a small college
are its community characteristics. Young people can identify themselves
with such a small group and feel they are not insignificant parts of it.
The student's feeling of participation as a full member of the community,
which is the college, is very much more easily fostered in a small college
where students share a common over-all experience. In a small college this
of common experience is founded on and reinforced by a single liberal-arts
curriculum and by the significant possibility for the gathering of the
entire college body for meals, to hear a speaker or a concert, or to par-
ticipate in group worship.

It was very striking to us to find that a college which felt it had
lost "smallness" in achieving its present size was seeking to regain the
essence of being a small college by subdividing its large student body into
smaller, more cohesive groups.

Members Accessible

Of equal importance with the small-college characteristic of common
experience is the ease with which members of the small-college group can
contact each other as individuals. Whether it be the learning which goes
on between student and student, friendships which cut across departmental
and class line, or a student's discussion with any member of the faculty
(already known to all by sight and name), contact is made easily and without
reluctance in a way that bigness seems to prohibit, but which is encouraged
by the informality of small size.

Teaching is Primary

Small colleges are almost universally organized for the benefit of
the student rather than for the convenience of the scholar. This choice
of aim is, furthermore, a cherished tradition. Teaching remains the primary
function of such institutions.

Among faculty members and administrators of small colleges as well
as among university professors and scholars there is a growing appreciation
of the role of the small liberal arts college and its unique qualities for
training young minds as the basis both for any sort of graduate training. or
for vocation.

Self-Government 

There may be some disagreement as to whether student self-government
works well enough . in most colleges in such things as honor code, legislation
and enforcement of student regulations, student representation before the
administration, self-policing of social affairs, and financial management
of student enterprise, to have a salutary educational effect. There is,
however, no doubt that in the small college, student government can have a
salutary educational effect in that it is open to all students, either for
their participation as officers or for their use of it as a forum for ex-
pression on campus issues.
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We are convinced that at Haverford, the Student Government func-
tions well and justifies the confidence in it. We feel that it is an
important part of a Haverford student's educational experience.

The Opportunity of Size

By virtue of its size, the small college has the opportunity to
utilize each of the above points to give something important to its grad-
uates. None of these, however, is anything more than a vital adjunct to
the central feature of the quality of faculty, students, and administra-
tion engaged together in the process of education. We believe that these
characteristics of a small college permit it to offer an excellent kind
of education. Unfortunately, it cannot be said that a small college
always takes advantage of this opportunity.
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EXPERIENCES OF OTHER INSTITUTIONS_ COMPARABLE TO HAVERFORU)

Universal Tendency to Expand 

It is indicative of the times that no matter where we went in our
visits to other institutions the talk was of expansion of the student body.
In each case there was a different rationale and a different plan but there
were also, universally, the same twin prods of social responsibility and
rising costs and the same underlying belief that expansion. could be accomp-
lished without any loss in the quality of the student body or in the edu-
cational program.

The growing population seemed to be on everyone's mind, not only
because of the social pressure but also because of the points already made,
that expansion would not necessarily cause deterioration in student quality.
In each case it was clear that the admissions officer felt that, as time
went on, he would be turning away more and more applicants whose caliber
would ordinarily admit them to the particular institution in question; each
believed that he could, without difficulty, raise the average ability of
the entering class because of the increased applicant group from which to
c.00se. It was this fact that gave each administration the assurance that
the present quality could be maintained or even improved with an expanded
student body. No administration seemed willing to plan an expansion with-
out this assurance.

There was also the feeling that increasing costs and the increase
in population demanded increasing efficiency on the part of institutions
of higher learning. Each institution visited expected to expand and there-
by gain financial efficiency, yet each expected to be at least as effective
educationally as at present.

Recent History of Expansion 

At other institutions, as at Haverford, expansion is not a new
phenomenon. One has but to realize that at each institution there has
already been an expansion in the twenty years from pre-war to the present.

At Hamilton College the student population went from 450 in 1941 to
611 to accommodate the post-war bulge, and then pushed back to the present
560 seven years ago. At Wabash College, which started from a pre-war
student body of 400, the sharpest rise in enrollment has been over the past
seven years, during which the student population went from 510 to 650.
This seems to have been unplanned and resulted from a remarkable drop in
the attrition rate from 53 to 33 percent over a period - of five years.

At Amherst College there were 857 students in 1940. A faculty
committee in 1945 recommended a limit of 800 students. A new committee in
1955 accepted ."with some reluctance" an. enrollment goal of 965, which had
been set by a survey of the opinions of members of the Faculty and Admin-
istration. In spite of both these figures, Amherst had a post-war high of
1203 in 1948-49 and is now down to about 1050.

At Wesleyan University the pre-war enrollment was 400 and at present
there are 750 students.
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Rea ons for Present Plans to Expand 

We have already spoken of some of the reasons for what seems like
a universal concern with expansion. Beside these reasons, however, there
is at every institution some home-grown rationale which has its origin in
local conditions.

At Wesleyan University, which is unusual in the amount of resources
and endowment income that can be devoted to the education of its students,
there is a growing discontent with the "diminishing returns," educationally,
which the added expenditure per student is producing. Wesleyan University
spends far more per student than any liberal arts college or university in
the country. The Administration there has the growing feeling that in
spite of their large expenditures of money and the consequent proliferation
of courses, seminars, tutorials, and projects and a very small student-
faculty ratio, they could probably not demonstrate that their students
are better trained or intellectually more curious or vital than those at
comparable colleges where less had been spent. There is also the conviction
that at its present size Wesleyan has already lost "smallness." As will be
discussed below, Wesleyan has developed an exciting plan for growing larger,
which is hoped will recapture the virtues of small size, increase educa-
tional effectiveness, and cost far less per student. As if these reasons
were not enough, President Butterfield of Wesleyan University said, "It is
increasingly clear that we ought to grow... Our students are as able on
the average as those anywhere, and it is doubtful whether we have the
moral right to turn away others like them."

At Wabash College a change in the admissions policy and an ability
better to predict success of their applicants by the adoption of CEEB tests
caused the large increase in the student body already discussed above.
There was, however, talk of expansion - unexpected de facto expansion
merely hastened and accentuated the need for a plan. What Wabash seeks,
as do the others, is a means of making economies which will permit quality
education for more students in times of rising costs.

Hamilton College, also using the impending increasing college-age
population as a starting point, was impelled to re-exAmine the size of its
student body to determine how much a small college could grow, and remain
" small," thus contributing to the maintenance of the balance between public
and private, large- and small-college education in the immediate future.

The recent report of Amherst College on its future
what it describes as "impending crisis in higher education
The report then asks whether Amherst "can make its type of
able to a larger number of students.....consonant with the
Objectives which the college is trying to achieve."

How Big Is. Small? 

size, recognizes
in America."
education avail-
educational

Colleges which consider themselves small generally feel that there
is in their size a positive educational value to their students. In par-
ticular this is true of the colleges mentioned above, and this feeling is
reflected in their plans for expansion. Each intends to remain "small" in
spite of the proposed expansion.

One exception is a college of 750 students which feels it has
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already lost its small-college character, so that it has a plan of ex-
pension which calls for increasing size while at the same time breaking
up into small residential and educational units.

Granting, for the moment, that a small college has a good reason
for being and has virtues which can be demonstrated, we then ask "How big
is small?"

There are many quantitative factors which could be listed as help-
ing to determine the size of a college. Putting aside such less important
quantitites as acreage, classroom space, or library holdings, we come to
the important measures listed in increasing order of importance: endowment,
number of courses offered, size of faculty, number of students. It is the
last which seems to be the starting point in any discussion of size.

In our discussions with college administrators and teachers we
found that the question, "How big should the student body of a small college
be?" evoked almost as many answers as there were respondents. It is per-
haps to be expected that each college we visited felt that it was "small"
at its present size. What is more, in each case the contention was that
the college would remain small in spite of the contemplated expansion.

This uniform response came from colleges which ranged in size from
our 450 to nearly 1000. It is apparent that size of the student body is
not the sole factor determining the character of a college, though everyone
agrees that the character of the institution changes after a student body
of a certain size is reached.

This was put best by the president of a college of approximately
900 students, who felt that numbers were less important in the range be-
tween 700 and 1200 than other factors which induce a sense of unity and
common experience of the students, contributed to by location in a small
college town or more extreme isolation. Another college president felt
that there would be no change of importance in the character of the college
as it went from 600 to 850. At a college which had grown from 400 pre-war
to 650 at present there was the feeling that an increase to 800 or 900 was
feasible - the limiting number being set by the size of the chapel, where
the entire student body could gather to share worship, lectures, or
concerts.

We did, however, feel that though each of the speakers referred to
his local circumstances, there was a universal character to the definitions.
Each had in mind a liberal arts curriculum with all undergraduates enrolled
in this curriculum, and in each opinion there was the suggestion that the
value of a small college came from the circumstances which permitted .a
sense of common experience among the students, accessibility of the faculty,
and minimal fragmentation of the student body.

There is no denying that the size of the student body is important.
In no case are we talking about a student body larger than 1100 or 1200.
With growth beyond some point the administrative staff becomes so large as
to de-personalize the contact between individual students and the president
or deans. Specialization of administrative function which accompanies
large size breaks down personal relationship. A large faculty and a large
student body has the same effect on teacher-student relations.
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Organization often has a more important bearing on the college's
function than does the actual size of the student body. As an instance of
this we were impressed by the marked contrast between two of the institu-
tions we visited. We had the feeling that ,even though each had grown in
size by roughly the same amount from approximately equal pre-war enroll-
ments, in one case the college seemed no longer "small" in the best meaning
of the word, whereas the other retained its "small-college" character.
Not only was this our impression but also it seemed to reflect the feeling
of the respective administrations. It is difficult to be certain of the
reasons, but it is our impression that a sense of intimacy has been lost
at the former because administrative control of and contact with students
is attenuated by being filtered through a strong fraternity system and
because there is no function in which the students partake as a body. Our
impression was that in the former case, the faculty and administration no
longer had the intimate knowledge of the individual student which so
clearly characterized the second college.

At the first college there may no longer be the possibility of
gathering a large fraction of the student body for anything but a football
gore.. Social, residential, and boarding fraternities, while they con-
tribute to providing smaller units with which students can identify and
in which they can actively participate, seem in our opinion on the balance
to be a hindrance to the small college ideal because they contribute to
fragmentation. It seems to us that the fraternities contribute to an
alienation between the college and the students. It is our belief that in
many places, thou& they contribute to relieving the housing and eating
problem, they are being bypassed by the construction of dormitories and
student centers. In fact, the colleges seem to be finding that "smallness"
will best be retained by providing more and more college facilities so
that students may truly be "in residence."

Clearly the size of the student body is very important in deter-
mining the character of a small college. It is not, however, the only
determinant. Within a range variously set, but with an upper limit of
approximately 1200 students, other important factors are the organization
of and provision for student living, recreation and social relations, the
mode and quality of student-administration contact and student-faculty
contact. Doubtless a college of 400 is different from a college of 800
and it may well be more difficult for the latter to have exactly the same
small-college characteristics in the same degree as the other but whether
it has the "small-college" advantages or not depends on things other than
the mere number of its students..
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SIGNIFICANT EDUCATI©NAL FACTORS AFFECT 	 COLLEGE SIZE 

Introduction (the "Bulge") 

In this section we shall discuss some of the factors of quality in
education, and the way in which these factors affect the decision as to the
size of the College. There is nothing new about the re-examination of the
educational effectiveness of current practices - there have been several
such reviews at Haverford. We recognize, however, that the impetus for
this study is that there are and will be more and more students seeking
education and relatively fewer faculty to give this education. .

We must seek ways of improving the education we offer and at the
same time seek ways by which a possible increase in size could be accom-
plished with little or no change in quality. In places this will look very
much like the question, "How big can we get with no harm to our ends and
means?" That is just what it will be.

In offering a high quality of education to its students, Haverford
has been fully conscious that it was providing this quality education to
relatively few. As has already been pointed out, the small size of the
College has been considered essential to the educational aims of the College.
It was, however, also shown in an earlier section that Haverford has been
growing with the country, so that an alumnus who sent his son to Haverford
sent him to a larger college than he himself had attended.

With the increase in the number of college applicants (and of high-
ability applicants) it no longer seems enough to stop after assuring
ourselves as to quality -- quantity must also be considered. This also has
a clear precedent at Haverford. The College had over 540 students enrolled
in the peak year immediately after the war in order to meet the then
existent "bulge" of veterans.

If we believe in the importance of the contribution made by small
private institutions of higher learning then it follows that we should
examine our situation carefully to see what we can do to provide for our
share of the increasing need for private, small-college, quality education.
Ideally a minimum acceptable standard should be set (at a high level) and
then we would set about increasing the number of graduates who receive
this quality education. This would be a happy solution in today's circum-
stances except that, as the size increases, factors are at work which cut
into the quality of the education, such as crowded classes, insufficient
endowment to cover the larger operation, scarcity of faculty, diluted
student-from-student learning, decreased socializing, and less sense of
community.

Curriculum

Though there recently has been talk of dropping departmental organ-
ization (notably The New College plans of the Connecticut Valley group of
colleges and the Wesleyan.University"College Plan") departmental organiza-
tion is still very much the rule in American higher education. A list of
the departments is in a sense, an operational statement of the framework
of a college's current curriculum. It is not the purpose of this report
to examine the content of the Haverford curriculum itself. What we can



point out is that unless the curriculum is based on broad educational
principles there is the possibility, even the probability, that departments
will be added for reasons which, though attractive at the time, fail to
meet the test that they are necessary to further a liberal education. The
tendency to add departments is widespread, as we found when we visited
other institutions. Invariably the answer to a question about the "minimum
acceptable liberal arts curriculum," was, "our curriculum plus a department
or two which we would like to add." The increase in the number of depart-
ments (as in the number of courses, which we shall be mentioning later)
is one of the results of the increasing number of fields of scholarly
specialization and the pressure for "coverage." Consequently, the small
college comes to resemble the university in the breadth of its offerings,
often without the resources or the students to man them adequately. Thus
departments with few majors find themselves in the uncomfortable role of
service departments while offering largely untenanted major programs.

As to dropping departments, the difficulty is immense because of
the effect of such action on the individuals concerned. In addition, de-
partments do not retire, they are not under term appointment m and pride,
prestige, tradition, or sheer institutional inflexibility tend to give
departments the permanence of perpetual tenure. It would be entirely
appropriate to reconsider periodically the advisability of continuing
certain departments, the possibility of merging departments, with the dis-
continuation of some courses and with a decrease in total personnel, the
possibility of relying entirely upon one of the sister institutions for
whatever is offered in a given discipline (as in the case of geology at
Bryn Mawr).

is is not to advocate a return to the college curriculum of
sixty years ago. Times and the structure of knowledge have made that
limited curriculum totally obsolete. It is recognized that Haverford's
program of "limited-elective" requirements is based on the belief that a
liberally educated person should be acquainted with the several broad
divisions of knowledge and scholarship by taking courses in a variety of
departments. A larger number of departmental programs also offers the
student the opportunity of finding a field of learning which suits him
particularly well. It is, however, well to note that it is often the
faculty member rather than the particular content of a program which
captures the student's attention. It seems to us far sounder to fashion
the list of departments on the basis of a positive policy of fostering
liberal education at Haverford than on hope of achieving coverage of all
the fields of graduate study.

It is clear that any given number of departments, representing an
acceptable liberal arts curriculum, can be supported only with an adequate
number of students and sufficient resources. These considerations should
have strong bearing on decisions about the number of departments or,
conversely, these considerations should bear on the decision as to the
number of students if agreement were reached on the minimum number of
departments.

Number of Faculty in a Department 

The number of faculty in a department is determined by a combina-
tion of things. One is the teaching load, complicated by sectioning,
tutorials, laboratories, and the particular forms of courses and teaching
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methods; another, the departmental offering; thirdly, the minimum of
teachers consonant with departmental effectiveness.

No quantitative measure can be made of this effectiveness. It is
felt by many that one-man departments often impose a stultifying isolation
on the one man, who has no colleague with whom he can "talk." This con-
dition is less severe at Haverford because of the location close to several
other institutions of higher learning. It is nevertheless a problem both
because of the restriction on easy interchange of ideas with persons trained
in one's own discipline and because of the fact that a major in a one-man
department is denied the advantage of contact with several points of view.

It is hard to say what the ideal minimum size of a department should
be, though we have heard both two and three stated as a minimum. Were this
to be accepted as a principle at Haverford, it might well mean an increase
in the Faculty and the number of courses or, alternatively, the disappearance
at some future date of some one-man departments. Neither solution is pro-
posed here. There are some one-man departments at Haverford where neither
proposal would be sensible.

If the principle of a minimum department size were to be adopted
as something to strive for, then it would have an. effect on the size of the
College both because of the resources needed to support the extra Faculty
members and, because courses, like major programs, need students to support
them.

Course Offerings 

Just as in the case of the number of departments, questions can
also be raised about the number of courses which a small college can and
should support. Here again there is the problem of finding a standard
against which a committee on curriculum and college program can measure a
proposed departmental program. We are not suggesting that it is easy to
draw up such a standard or, even if available, that it is easy to apply
such a standard to one's colleagues. Committees in the past, lacking re-
liable standards, have approved courses as "enrichment," or disapproved
them as "proliferation," depending on the circumstances. Recently, at
Haverford as well as at other colleges, there has been the practice of
approving the addition of a new course because it was in the field of in..
terest of a new appointee. Since it is admittedly very difficult for a
committee to pass on a program submitted by a department, in the final
analysis, the principle on which a department itself adds courses must be
considered.

In order to carry out the part of our educational philosophy which
calls for education in depth in one field, departments have set up programs
of major concentration. Most departments take pride in their 'coverage"
of the field. It is this striving for coverage which has helped increase
the number of departments and the number of courses offered by Haverford
and other institutions. Recently many of those studying the economics of
higher education have taken up the cudgel against coverage, which they
characterize as an ensnaring delusion, as an inflationary cult. These
people are concerned with the fact that coverage is an elusive goal which
constantly works to use up the resources of an institution, causing pro-
liferation of courses with a consequent . increase in the number of small,
uneconomical classes. Some who have made these studies feel this has become
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a major disease of higher education.

In order to be consistent, the question of money is mentioned here
only incidentally. What concerns us here is rather that coverage does
lead to proliferation of courses and classes and this is a significant
factor in a discussion of the size of the college, because a decrease in
the size of classes below a certain point is an,educational practice
which can be seriously questioned. (See Class Size, below.) :Regardless
of college size, however, another effect which must be considered is the
tendency of a large number of courses in a department to exert a subtle
pressure on majors in that department to concentrate. Putting aside those
majors for whom it is right to concentrate heavily, this tendency works
against the widely held value of breadth in liberal education.

In examining the case against following the principle of "coverage"
too far, we are led naturally to the question of whether we already have
too many courses. In view of the added responsibility imposed by the times
to use our resources (especially the Faculty) wisely, it becomes proper to
ask whether there is in operation any thought-out procedure which might
lead to the dropping of courses.

While the Curriculum Committee at Haverford is usually engaged in
one or more studies of various aspects of the curriculum, degree require-
ments, etc., most of its recommendations, year in and year out, pertain
to revision of course offerings within departments, always at the suggestion
or request of the departments and almost always representing course-for-
course substitutions- seldom with a net decrease. The near-autonomy
enjoyed by departments is a beautiful principle - but its beauty could be
exceeded by departmental cooperation with the Curriculum Committee in ex-
.mining the possibility of a College-wide program of course-reduction.
(At one well-known "small" college, hope for self-analysis for course
elimination has been abandoned, and a very select Faculty Committee is now
making what is supposed to be a "hard-boiled" evaluation.) There is no
intention here of driving these ideas to extremes. A student should be
pressed into depth in his major field. A Haverford graduate of ability
should be able to enter a first-rate graduate school upon graduation.
This requires some degree of coverage, but that coverage can be a will-o'-
the-wisp which leads endlessly onward. Coverage should come naturally out
of the structure of a field and the educational needs of the students.
Too often, the extent of a department's coverage stems rather from its
relative number of faculty members.

Class Size 

Reference to Table 1 will show that though there are quite a few
courses which have large enrollments (say over 40) there are even more
with small enrollments, (10 or less) and quite a few with very small en-
rollments (6 or less). .There are 57 courses with enrollments of 6 or less
of the approximately 120 upperclass courses, and 78 such small courses out
of the 2 4+0 courses offered each year at Haverford. Large lecture courses
are few, small and very small classes are relatively many. The small and
very small classes occur largely in the upperclass courses as is to be
expected. Just how pronounced this is is shown by Table 1 and Chart A.

The reasons for these small classes become clear when one con-
siders the following data. There are about 120 courses offered at Haver-
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Table 1 

DISTRIBUTION OF ENROLLMENTS IN LOWER-CLASS COURSES

Enrollments No. of Courses Enrollments No. of Courses
2 2 36 3
3 6 39 1
4 8 42 2

5 3 43 3
6 2 44 1
7 1 45 1
8 4 46 1

10 1 47 2
11 3 48 2
13 4 50 1
14 1 53 1
15 6 54 1
16 5 55 2
17 2 58 1
18 3 6o 1
19 5 62 1
20 4 63 1
21 1 64 1
22 1 67 2
25 2 68 1
26 2 69 1
27 2 80 1
28 3 81 1
30 1 91 1
32 4 92 1
34 2 124 2

# xX X # X % x x#aE####aE•lE##aE#

DISTRIBUTION OF ENROLLMENTS IN UPPER-CLASS COURSES
(excluding 100 courses)

Enrollments No. of Courses Enrollments	 No of Courses
1 6 16 3
2 12 17 2
3 11 18 3
4 11 19 1
5 8 20 2
6 9 21 1
7 8 22 2
8 5 23 1
9 6 25 1

l0 6 26 1
11 2 28 1
12 7 32 1

13 5 33 1
14 1 34 1
15 2
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Chart  B

CLASS SIZE 1957-58
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ford - each semester. Very nearly half of these are upperclass courses
(numbered 3 and above). Attrition claims 20 to 25 percent of a class, so
that the upper classes are smaller than the lower classes; so we can assume
that roughly 200 of the 460-man student body are in the upper classes. In
addition, we find that 40 percent (two out of five courses) of upperclass
course elections are in lowerclass courses. This means that approximately
200 students make 600 upperclass course elections among 60 courses, or an
average class size of roughly -ten. The actual average class size of 1957-
58 was 10.2 for the upperclass courses and 27.2 for the lowerclass courses.
The reason for the large number of lowerclass course elections by juniors
and seniors, is to be found in the fact that "fifth course" elections and
courses taken for "breadth are outside one's department and are more
likely to be among the less specialized lowerclass courses which have fewer
prerequisites. An average class size of 10 does not seem to be very low,
but reference to the Chart A shows not only the very real difference be-
tween the sizes of classes in the upper and lower divisions, but also the
large number of small upperclass courses.

Reference to Table 1 or the chart reveals that in 1957-58 half the
number of lowerclass courses had 20 or fewer students enrolled, while the
maximum course size was 124 (English 11-12, which was sectioned). Also,
one-quarter of all lowerclass courses had 11 or fewer students.

There is a sharp contrast between this distribution and the dis-
tribution of upperclass course sizes. (Refer to Chart A or Table 1) It
is evident that small-size courses predominate in the upper classes to a
very great :extent. Three-quarters of these courses had 12 or fewer
students enrolled. More striking is the fact that half had onlyseven
or fewer students enrolled, and there were four or fewer students in a
quarter of the upperclass courses.

Up to this point we have been talking about course size. This does
not, however, completely reflect the size of the classes which the faculty
actually teaches. In the lower classes many courses are broken up into
sections which meet separately. Three-quarters of all classes, even the
lowerclass courses, have 20 or fewer students when sectioning is taken into
account. Half of these classes have fewer than 17 students and a quarter
of them have 11 students or fewer. Thus, it can be seen that even in lower
class courses large classes are not the rule. (Information as to class
sizes is displayed in Chart B.)

Is this bad? We don't know! We do know, however, that it is ex-
pensive in money, faculty, and educational opportunities. There are some
things the College would like to do which it cannot do because of the cost;
there are others which it will do in  spite of the cost. What has to be de-
cided is whether the small and very small classes are worth the expense.

Proponents of the proposition that small-class instruction is the
best way to educate students will find that their position, which has had
wide acceptance, will more and more be challenged. It would be a mistake
to believe that this will be the result solely of the pressure of the
rising student population and the rising. costs. A study soon to be pub-
lished cites the fact that there have been hundreds of experiments on class
size and its impact on the effectiveness of teaching. It is claimed that
the vast majority of these experiments showed that mere class size was of
little significance in fostering. academic achievement. At Haverford we
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have, in several instances, consciously chosen to have a course presented
by tutorial or discussion method because we believe in the effectiveness
of this Method of instruction, but there are certainly others, called
seminar or discussion courses, which are in fact conducted as small
lectures with the major contribution from the professor. We even have
"project courses" with less than three students conducted this way.
ere seems to be no reason for this type of course to remain small ex

cept that there simply aren't enough students to go around. It is even
maintained by some Faculty members that a discussion or seminar type class
needs a certain minimum number of students (perhaps 10 or 12) to have its
maximum effectiveness.

We can, for the moment, take as true the proposition that there
are small and very small classes which could or should be increased in
size for greater educational effectiveness. Also, without changing the
average class size at all, we could accommodate 25 percent more students
in the upperclass courses by going from a five to a four-course system
for the two upper classes. In both cases education would be improvedaand
the College would be educating more students.

It is interesting to note that in the late forties a proposal
(from the Curriculum and College Planning:Committee) to decrease the course
requirements of Juniors and-Seniors from five to four was very seriously
considered by the faculty. Opposition came almost entirely from several
departments with relatively few majors, departments which relied on :"that
fifth free-elective course of the upperclassmen" to populate their de-
partments' courses. The Faculty was sympathetic to their argument. .Note
that this proposal was defeated at a time when the College was larger than
at present but when a decrease was already planned. This proposal for
reducing from five to four courses the upperclass course requirement has
been revived several times more recently and has never gotten anywhere for
the same reasons. Perhaps the opposition argument would not be presented
or be as effective if now there were a permanent increase in the student
body. Certain educational advantages might accrue from such a change, and
a reduction in formal course requirements might be combined with the intro-
duction of programs of self-study, reading, etc. (A restudy of this by
the Curriculum Committee might be productive.)

We can examine the effects on the already large freshman and
sophomore courses of an. overall increase in the size of the college. For
instance, an increase of fifteen percent (to 525) would add 19 students -
one tutorial section - to the load in English 11-12. Assuming proportion-
ate effects of the student body increase, other large lowerciass courses
would increase about as follows;

from to from to

Astronomy 11, 12 32 37 History 11, 12 6o 69
Biology 13 45 52 Mathematics 11 91 105
Chemistry 13, 14 54 62 101 . 14 46 53
Economics 11, 12 65 75 Philosophy	 11 67 77
French 11-12 42 48 Physics 13, 14 65 75

13-14 45 52 Political Science 11 68 78
German 11-12 44 51 "	 "	 22 45 52

"	 13-14 34 39 Psychology 21 51 59
Sociology 11 79 91
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Among these courses are large lecture courses which could absorb the in-
crease. In other cases, where courses are sectioned, there would be a
small change in the size of the sections and there, too, an increase might
be absorbed. Thus, the percentage increase in Faculty would need to be
far less than the percentage increase in the number of students. If, in
addition, we allow an increase in the average course size at the upperclass
level, then the College might take on even more than 25 percent without
harm (probably even with benefit) to the educational effectiveness of the
upperclass courses.

Since any change in the size of the College would make some changes
in the size of the classes, it is important for each Faculty member to
come to his own ju ents about class size and its relation to his teaching
method. At Hamilton. College, such judgments were solicited from the in..
dividual faculty members and, assuming stability in course offerings, stu-
dent elections, and graduation requirements, the departure from the optima
set by the professors was quantified and minimized with respect to the
size of the student body as a  variable. This information then provided
part of the basis for a decision as to an increase in size. It may be of
interest to note, without going into detail, that both in the study at
TRmilton and in a similar one conducted in one department of a large
university, the average optimum size of a class was given as somewhere be-
tween 20 to 30.

Attrition 

In the calculation in the last section the size of the two upper
classes was used. In recent years approximately 20-25 percent of a fresh-
man class failed to graduate from Haverford. Many of these drop out before
the junior year so that the small-class problem, already accentuated by
the large number of courses and major programs available to the upperclass-
man, is further aggravated by the dearth of upperclassmen. We could in-
crease the size of our graduating class by up to 20 percent by admitting
more transfer students to fill the class as attrition takes place.

Transfer Students 

At Haverford we already have the policy of admitting transfer
students. These admissions at other than the freshman level have been al-
most exclusively transfers from other four-year colleges. In recent years
we have averaged about five such transfers per year, but in the immediate
post-war years we admitted as many as seventeen. Studies made by Haverfords
Admissions Office show that, academically, transferees have been successful,
with average grades a point or two above the averages of their respective
classes.

We have already talked about the problem of underpopulated, ed-
ucationally inefficient, upperclass courses because of our present depart-
mental major concentration plan and student drop-outs. The suggestion of
admitting more transfer students is an attractive one because in this way
underpopulated upperclass courses would be filled and also the College's
social contribution would be increased with no increase in Faculty.

Barnard College, which has an enrollment of 1350 and which admits
160 transfer students (13 percent) a year, is very well pleased with this
practice. By having senior classes larger than their freshman classes,
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they have a majority of students at the upperclass level, where there is a
majority of courses. In addition, Barnard finds it advantageous to have
an intermixing of students with diverse educational backgrounds and to be
able to offer a variety of upperclass courses made possible by this policy.

It is likely that we could successfully absorb and orient to
Haverford's unique milieu as many as 20 a year.. But from where? We can-
not actively seek transfers from other four-year colleges. There is,
however, the possibility that these transfers might be the best of the
junior-college graduates or transfers from 1Rrge institutions (in which
cases the problem of small upperclass courses would not simply be shifted
from Haverford to another small college). While we may not actively seek
transfers from large institutions,one has the feeling that the information
about our willingness to accept such transfers would become known at these
institutions (at least locally).

It is appropriate to raise these specific questions: (1) Can we
find among the graduates of good junior colleges fifteen high-grade
transfers for Haverford? (2) Will junior colleges, too, reap some of the
advantages of the bulge in applications for college admission and apprec-
iably raise the quality of their students and their own educational
standards? (3) .Would Haverford be justified in putting out a major
effort through its Admissions Office, to survey a number of junior colleges,
to look into their educational program and the record of their graduates
when they have gone on for bachelors degrees, to determine the degree of
interest in closer relations (without commitments) with such colleges?
(4) Is this proposal of sufficiently general importance in the total
situation of higher education to interest a foundation in supporting such
a:study/ (5) Is this something that might be undertaken jointly under
Three College Cooperation?

It would be a good idea, if more transfer students were admitted
at the junior level, to require that they live at the College for at least
the first year. This would facilitate and accelerate their adjustment to
the Haverford community in general and particularly to the Honor System.

Student-Faculty Ratio 

A _number which is often used to measure one of the factors in
effective education is the student-faculty ratio. At present, Haverford
has a student-faculty ratio of 8z : 1, which, is low compared with the
national average of 13 : 1.

All predictions point to a shortage of teachers and a surplus of
students for some time to come. In some way Haverford might well be able
to maintain the present ratio even if an increase in the size of the stu-
dent body were decided upon,. If Haverford wants, under the projected
conditions, to maintain its low student-faculty ratio, it behooves the
College to justify this position.

It is well said in the Amherst College report on its future size,
May 1958:

"Bitter reality has to be Faced that there is certain to be a
shortage of teachers for some time to come. Under these con-
ditions an inefficient use of teacher resources in any institu-
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tion would be indefensible, even if it could be afforded finan-
cially. We are, therefore, forced to the conclusion that one of
the most important problems, if not the critical one, is whether
or not the faculty, with some possible expansion at the instructor
level, can provide more education without any appreciable loss of
education given the student."

Beardsley Ruml and other economists of education are urging a nation-
wide student-faculty ratio of 20:1. Those of you who have read The New
College Plan of the Connecticut Valley group of colleges (Amherst, Mount
Holyoke, Smith, University of Massachusetts) will remember that there, too,
the plan is to operate with a 20:1 ratio.

There is no proof that a low ratio assures better education.. A
strong impetus for the projected revolutionary changes in the organization
of the educational structure of Wesleyan University comes from their ex-
perience that a low student-faculty ratio (6.5:1), with many seminars,
tutorials, and projects, did not, in their judgment, make for necessarily
better graduates than those who had been educated under a higher ratio
either at Wesleyan or elsewhere. Wesleyan administrators are now referring
to possible future ratios as high as 10:1 or 12:1.

Before we decide to abandon our low ratio, however, we must recog-
nize that to do so might mean decreasing the opportunity for the kind of
relaxed student-faculty contact outside of class which we believe can be
as important to a student's education as his classroom work. However, a
low ratio only gives the opportunity for these contacts but does not assure
that it will be taken. A sizeable number of students and faculty feel that
this contact has, in fact, fallen off because of an. active and busy Faculty
concerned with research, committee assignments, and off-campus responsi-
bilities.

Here again the answers to difficult questions are needed. How low
a ratio can the community afford? At what higher ratio would deleterious
effects set in?

What will plague us is that a low ratio is costly and will be in-
creasingly difficult to maintain in view of the anticipated difficulty in
faculty recruitment. In addition, even if Saverford had the financial
recources to make recruiting, easy, is it morally defensible to - maintain a
very low ratio at the expense of others?

In summation, realizing the problem of higher education today,,we
must decide to what extent the student-faculty ratio should enter into the
decision as to size.

College. Calendar 

In recent years there has been a great deal of thinking devoted
to improvements which might be made in the present Academic Calendar.
It is evident that the College's,present two-semester arrangement has
serious defects. For one thing, under this system the Christmas holiday
cuts into an educational period, leaving a "lame-duck" two weeks before
examinations. Furthermore, the educational plant is used only nine months
of the year.
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Several plans for calendar changes have been advanced. Each
solves some problems and raises others. The choice between them can only
be made on the basis of the educational philosophy of the institution and
the imperatives of the local situation. For example, if a college chose
to operate the year round, its students could accelerate thus increasing
the number of students educated each year without any increase in the
size of the student body, such a plan would create severe staffing prob-
lems and significant questions concerning the student body as a community.

There is a great deal of imaginative thinking about the College
calendar which could be done here at Haverford. It is possible that we
already have the best calendar consistent with our constraints, but it
would be well to be reassured. One of the most serious bars to important
calendar changes in the past has been that, because of Three College
Cooperation, no such change could be undertaken without consultation.
Calendar changes are now being discussed in a preliminary way among the

ree Colleges and, hopefully, something may soon be worked out.

Social aid Extra-Curricular Activities 

There seems to be no evidence that social activities would be
different if there-were a modest increase in size. Furthermore, a study
made at Haverford seems to indicate that friendships among students are
usually on a one-to-one basis, which decreases the weight of the argu-
ment that everyone should know everyone else. We doubt seriously that
it is true that everyone knows everyone else, even at our present size.
The experience at a college comparable to ours which went from 4OO to
650 is that there was little or no change in faculty-student or student-
student relations because of the change.

As to organized extracurricular activities, they could only gain
by any increase which would be likely to take place at Haverford. There
is a minimum team requirement for many sports andd-even for such activi-
ties as the News and the Radio Station so that even now a certain number
of students is necessary in order to man them. Any increase in the stu
dent body would provide a larger pool of students which would be drawn
upon. which should raise the quality and spread the load. There would of
course be no increase necessary in the number of faculty sponsors or
coaches.

We believe that an increase in size by as much as 25 percent
would have negligible effect on the College as a community. For how far
beyond 25 percent this would still be true would probably depend on the
Administration's wisdom and leadership in organizing the student body and
its activity, and on the physical facilities provided for the increase.
However, we feel that the larger the student body the more difficult it
would be to maintain the sense of community which we believe necessary to
our kind -of education. It is, of course, difficult to say at what point
we would lose this common experience. If any increase were undertaken,
such an increase would have to be carried out slowly so that its effects
could be watched carefullyand corrective action taken if necessary.

The comparative effects on enrollments of increasing the size of
the college, are shown in Table 2. These are the effects of an increase
in the student body on total and on average enrollment, distinction being
made between an increase by enlarging all four classes and an increase by
enlarging only the junior and senior classes.
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Table 2

PROJECTION OF DISTRIBUTION OF STUDENT BODY AND AVERAGE COURSE ENROLLMENT

At various sizes; on basis of increased freshman
admissions and increased transfers

With a student body of:	 455

A. With total intake of students at freshman

+10% +15% +20%

500

year

525 550

Students in lower classes 240 265 280 290
Students in upper classes 215 235 245 260

Total enrollments
Of lower-class students 1200 1325 1400 1450
Of upper-class students 1075 1175 1225 1300

Average course enrollment
In lower-class courses * 27+ 30 31t. 33-
In upper-class courses 10+ 11+ 112 122

B. With increase in size by means of intake as juniors

Students in lower classes 240 240 240
Students in upper classes Same 260 285 310

Total enrollments
Of lower-class students as 1200 1200 1200
Of upper-class students 1300 1425 1550

Average course enrollment above
In lower-class courses * 29 - 29+ 30
In upper-class courses ** 12+ 13 2 14 2

*It is assumed that there are 60 lower-class course offerings. So the formula
is:

Total enroll't lower-class students + 0.•0 Total enroll"t, upper-class students) 
a

**It is assumed that there also are 60 upper-class offerings, not including
the 100 courses. Assumptions: One enrollment per upperclassman is in .a
lower-level course; one of every 20 semester enrollments is in a 100 course.
the formula:

0.6o a 0.95	 total enrollment of upper-class students 
60•



VARIOUS APPROACHES TO 'r±u NEW CONDITIONS

Other Institutions 

It has already been said that each institution, though motivated
by the general conditions affecting all, has its own history and circum-
stances which shaped its response to the conditions. In the four
approaches to be discussed briefly in the following paragraphs this
variety is evident, but what has been said before, and what bears repeat-
ing, is that each seeks to retain, or capture, the small-college virtues
while changing the size or form to meet new conditions.

At Wabash College there was the already mentioned problem of the
increasing size of the student body because of the sharp decrease in the
student drop-out rate. In addition, the college realized its increasingly
difficult financial problem of competing for faculty was a local manifest-
ation of the nation-wide shortage of competent college teachers. Wabash
College then defined its goal "as that of accommodating the predicted
increase in enrollment without a proportionate increase in teaching staff
and without impairing the quality of instruction...." In their study they
found that one of the main bars to reaching this goal was the proliferation
of low-enrollment upperclass courses; that behind this proliferation lay
departmentalization and departmental rather than interdisciplinary major
programs.

Their report indicates that they believe that independent study
will not save much faculty time, and that there is the possibility of
revolutionary changes in departments or in the number of courses. Yet the
plans at Wabash include an increase in the student body by means of"steady
progress toward a goal of improved utilization of teaching resources."
(The increase in numbers is expected to have an upper limit of about 900,
the capacity of the chapel.) Plans are for an evolutionary change by con-
stant attention to the problem and by making changes when and where
possible.

At Wesleyan University on the other hand, the plan is truly revolu-
tionary. There, in a university where financial resources are above the
average, the tentative plan is to increase the size of the student body
from its present 750 to 1000, while holding down the size of the faculty.
Thus, they are abandoning the student-faculty ratio of 1 to 6.5 for a ratio
of 10 or 12 to 1 while at the same time evolving into a "federation of
colleges." Each college would have its own faculty, student body, set of
concentration programs, offices and classrooms, and a measure of social
unity. The number of students in each of these colleges might range from
one hundred to two hundred and fifty, with faculties of ten to twenty,
(a teacher for every ten or twelve students). Each college faculty would
represent several areas of knowledge, thus forming an educational unit
with greater breadth than in the present departments, but with a more
functional unity and .variety than are offered by the present Divisions of
Natural Sciences, Social Sciences, and Humanities. The committee which
evolved the plan proposed the formation of separate Colleges of History,
Philosophy and Comparative Literature; a College of Social Studies and
Philosophy; a College of Creative Arts; a College of Behavioral Sciences.

Questions have been raised about the workability of the plan, such
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as whether the large student-faculty ratio would not require more maturity
and independence on the part of students than can be expected of them.
Another objection raised, which seems to come largely from science pro-
fessors, is that a new narrowness is being introduced by isolating science
students, social science students, and humanities students from each other.
Finally, it is argued that the tutorial system proposed by the plan would
increase rather than decrease faculty load. Whatever the difficulties,
the plan is an imaginative and exciting departure in American college
education, which addresses itself to some of the most pressing contempor-
ary problems of education.

Yet another very exciting departure employing some of the same
approaches to education appears in The New College Plan. This plan,
which sets forth a proposal for a new, experimental college, is the re-
sult of a study made by a joint faculty committee at the request of the
Presidents of Amherst College, Mount Holyoke College, Smith College, and
the University of Massachusetts. An outstanding feature of this plan is
its departure from the endowment system of financing. Instead it calls
for a student body of 1000 and a student-faculty ratio of 20 to 1 which,
along with economies in the athletic program and elsewhere, will, it is
claimed, enable the college to operate entirely on student fees once the
initial cost of establishing the college and scholarship funds have been
met.

The objective of the New College is quality education in a liberal
arts, residential four-year undergraduate institution. The plan includes
the abolition of departments in favor of a divisional organization.
Furthermore, as a matter of principle, it abandons "coverage" in its
offerings, substituting, in its place, a program which depends heavily on
independent study by the student, along with seminars and projects. A
student would take only three courses each semester.

This is not the place to go into all the changes contemplated.
Other proposals include bold changes in the calendar, the curriculum, and
to the administrative and trusteeship structure. The greatest value of
this effort may well be that, in daring to challenge long-standing
practices and beliefs, the planners may embolden others to do the same.

Amherst College was one of the sponsors of the study for the New
College and, from a report on its own future size, one gains the
impression that if the New College were to be formed, there would be less
feeling of pressure for Amherst to contribute toward solving today's
problems by expanding. In Amherst's report, one gets a sense of the deep
feeling of responsibility its administration feels to make Amherst as
efficient as possible in the use of its resources, especially its faculty.
Furthermore, though believing that it would be possible for Amherst to
grow "somewhat larger without any serious impairment to its basic values"
(it now has a student body of about 1050 and considers itself a small
college), they feel that it would be difficult to grow, in view of the
increasing shortage of faculty. They take the position that expanding by
attracting faculty from other institutions hardly contributes to a
solution of the national problem.

Thus, the emphasis is shifted to meeting the problem by better
utilization of the faculty. This would be done by taking the faculty
scarcity into account in shaping the curriculum in the future. The com-
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mittee at Amherst also considered calendar changes which would utilize the
plant more fully, largely do away with the summer vacation and either permit
acceleration. or more students through off-campus, staggered, independent
study periods. The report itself points out the possibility that this will
cause some loss of quality and sense of community.

Independent Work

Programs of increased independent study on the part of students
is under discussion in many places as a means of meeting the present
shortages. Programs of independent work have been instituted or are in
the planning stage in many institutions. In one sense they seem like a
fad - but they have a very real and serious background: the teacher short-
age.

Two comments must be made. (1) A self-study program must be
justified on qualitative grounds. There is grave danger that a program
entered into only for faculty-economizing reasons will make serious inroads
into educational quality. (2) The nature of a self-study program must,
if it is to enable faculty time per student. The experience of some de-
partments at Haverford with project courses is varied, but the general
opinion is that they are not economical of faculty members' time Perhaps
a faculty member can supervise the research of two or three students in
less time than would be required by a three-times-a-week class meeting.
But if there are five, six, or ten students, the prevailing opinion is
that the instructor had better change the project course into a discussion
course.

The way in which project courses with large enrollments tend to
become something approximating seminars is indicated in Table 3. All
project courses with seven or more enrollments meet regularly; only one
course with enrollment less than seven meets regularly. If the independent
work of an all-out project course is something sought for educational ad-
vantage, the data here presented suggest that a thorough study be made,
department by department. Such a study should include analysis of project-
course methods, Faculty loads, the degree to which the size of enrollment
forces departments away from their ideals, appraisals of accomplishment,
and suggestions for betterment of the offerings and procedures.

(Note; Project courses were originally encouraged as "timesavers"
on an experimental basis. But in some departments they
have become additional load beyond the normal.)

Three College Cooperation 

It is no exaggeration to say that, inmost Departments, Three
College Cooperation is non-existent, and that in those Departments in
which there is some contact with opposite numbers at the other two colleges
the cooperation is rudimentary and does the students very little good.
There are some notable exceptions in those cases of joint appointment and
in fields which are taught at one of the colleges and not at the others.

In spite of these facts, which are, probably, in large part his-
torical in origin, we feel that the administrations should set up a joint
committee charged with seeking out those areas where duplication could be
done away with and true cooperation set up to take advantage of the rare
opportunity offered by the proximity of the Colleges.
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Table 3 

ENROLLMENT IN PROJECT COURSES (81 and 82) 

Students enrolled
	

Number of
	

Number of courses in which
in course	 courses	 group meets regularly
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1	 4
2	 4
3	 4
4	 4
5	 6 1

	6 	5
	7	 3	 3

	

9	 1	 1
	10	 1	 1

	

18	 1	 1
	26	 1	 1
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ECONOMIC ANALYSIS 

The preceding section was written without regard to dollar costs.
It is appropriate to assume that, given compelling qualitative consider-
ations, reasonable financial demands can somehow be met. We believe that
this has been the controlling rationale in Haverford's past and that it
can be relied upon in the future.

Acceptance of this principle, however, required (1) recognition
of the price of quality, (2) analysis of specific costs attached to
specific aspects of the college program, and (3) a search for all means
of economizing consistent with the central aims.

We have not undertaken a detailed study of unit costs. Few colleges
have made such cost studies, though they are being urged upon college ad-
ministrations, in the light of present pressures of rising numbers and
rising costs. The following analysis attempts merely (1) to indicate sig-
nificant factors, particularly as they relate to the relationship of size
and costs, and (2) to present a few data related particularly to Haverford.

Direct Educational Costs - Determinants.

It is obvious that the number of courses and the number of sections,
taken in conjunction with faculty salaries and the number of courses or
sections handled by each instructor, are the chief determinants of the
(non-administrative) cost of education per student. (For analytical pur-
poses, cost calculations are sometimes reduced to a student-hour basis.)
It should be noted that the quantity and pattern of course enrollments
also is a function of the number of courses that a student is required to
take each semester. Also to be noted is the fact that the size of the
faculty is determined in part by the variety of departments and of course
offerings deemed necessary.

Trend in Educational -Costs - Haverford.

At this point it is appropriate to take a look at the trend in
costs per student at Haverford in recent years and at some of the important
elements in those costs. (See accompanying table: The Trend of Expenses.)
It should be noted in passing that, since the last pre-war year, the
expense budget has more than tripled - from $400,000 to more than a million
and a third. This increase is attributable almost entirely to three fac-
tors: the increased number of students, increases in prices and hence in
costs of providing the same materials and services, and an increase in the
actual services provided and functions performed.

The average cost per student in 1957-58 was two and a third times
what it was in 1939-40 - almost exactly the increase in the wholesale price
index (Bureau of Labor Statistics) over the same period. But the largest
single item in the College budget-is Faculty salaries not goods purchased.

The total of Faculty salaries is two and a half times what it was
in 1939-40. Half of the increase was due to an increase in the average
salary (increase: 74 percent), half of it due to an increase in the size
of the Faculty (from 38 to 53). It should be noted that the increase of
74 percent in average salary does not mean that salary scales were increased
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by that percentage. A very important element in the increase in average
salaries was the upgrading necessary to hold Faculty members and the
difficulty of finding good new Faculty members at the instructor level.
In 1939-40, 21 percent of the Faculty were instructors; in 1957-58 only
seven and one-half percent. Here are already reflected the new con-
ditions in the academic world (and the worst is yet to comes).

More significant in a cost study related to the size of the
College is the trend in average Faculty salary cost per student. From
pre-War to post War (1951-52), the increase in salary cost per student
was almost the same as the increase in the average salary: about one-
quarter. But between 1951-52 and 1957-58, the period in which student
enrollment was pushed back from 490 to 455, the average salary increased
by 50 percentage points, while the salary cost per student increased by
62 percentage points. (Using 1951-52 as a base, the average salary
increased by 40 percent; the cost per student increased by 50 percent).

Trend in Administrative Costs - Haverford.

The contrast between the rate of increase in total cost per stu-
dent (132 percent) and in Faculty salary per student (86 percent) points
to the substantial increase in Administration and -other"service
functions." (Since Administrative and other salaries have had scheduled
increases about the same as those of the Faculty, the difference in the
rate of increase must be due to additions to the staff.) We now have a
Development Office, headed by a Vice-President, which we did not have in
1939. In 1939 the Business Manager and Registrar was one man with a
secretary, and .there was no secretarial service for Faculty members.
Since then the sheer burden of work has so increased that we have a full-
fledged-Business Office headed by a Comptroller, a separate Registrar,
and the equivalent of about four full-time secretaries available to
Faculty members. Other additions have been a Counselor-Psychologist and
Assistant Director of Admissions. In 1939 there was no intra-College
telephone system, no switchboard	 only five separate lines to offices
in Roberts Hall, the Superintendent's office, and the Library. Now
there is a switchboard with an operator on duty from nine to five, and
a telephone in every Faculty office. This expansion in Administration
reflects in part the 40 percent increase in student enrollment, in part
added functions. Some of these added functions are associated with
new educational problems, some with new legislation and taxes, possibly
some are related to the increased size of the student body.

It is difficult, if not impossible to establish a reliable re-
lationship between costs and size - at least from historical data avail-
able. It would be possible to examine separately and minutely all
present costs and for each cost predict its behavior under conditions of,
let us say 10 percent and 20 percent increased enrollment, prices
constant. Possibly the key question is "what would happen to the size
of the Faculty when such increases occurred," and here assumptions would
have to be made regarding the size of elementary and advanced classes
(largely dependent on the nature of admissions, the attrition rate, and
the relative size of lower and upper-level classes.)
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Table 4 

THE TREND OF EXPENSES - EAVERFORD COLLEGE
Selected years*

1939-40 1951-52 1957-58

Total Expenses $418,630 $1,029,640 $1,347,720

Number of students 328 490 455

Average cost per student $1,276 $2,101 $2,962

Index of number of students 100 149.4 138.7

Index of average cost per student 100 164.7 232.1

Wholesale price index 100 218.4 233.3

Total Faculty salaries $188,504 $302,049 $486,898
Incl. Physical Education and
all part-time
Incl. College contribution to
annuities

Faculty salary cost per student $496 $616 $1,070

Average salary of full-time Faculty $4,653 $5,767 $8,100
Incl. Physical Education
Incl. College contribution to
annuities

Index of total Faculty salaries 100 160.2 258.3

Index of Faculty salary cost
per student 100 124.2 186.2

Index of average Faculty salary 100 123.9 174.1
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Sources of Incomee

Before looking into the cost factors more closely it is well to
note the sources of the money with which the College operates -- especially
changes in recent years in the relative importance of different sources.
The dollar amounts and percentage analysis are given in Table 5.

The percentage of total income that comes from the endowment has
remained remarkably constant in the period under review. This indicates
that, on the whole, the growth in. endowment (together with the rate of
return) has kept pace with the growth of the student body and the increase
in money costs.

But there have been most significant changes in the other sources
of income. Before the War students actually paid for nearly 55 percent
of the expenses of their education. (Note that Table 5 figures include
board and room as well as tuition.) Now they pay less than 45 percent.
Most of this decrease has been "made up for" by the increase in donations
(from Alumni and others in Annuml Giving, and from corporations) and in
overhead allowances contained in research grants (a relatively new source).
The other change has been a doubling in the relative importance of
scholarship funds -- from 4 to 7.9 percent of total expenses.

In this period, tuition was increased from $400 to $850 per year,
but the amount available annually in the form of scholarships to students
(from general endowment and special funds) increased from $16,655 to
$107,090.

It is pertinent to ask whether a continuation of these trends is
financially feasible, whether a continuation is even desirable. In fact,
a look into the future suggests that the trend be reversed, and some
leading students of the economics of higher education maintain that suc-
cess in meeting the pressure of increased enrollments depends on students
(or their families) paying a greater portion of the cost of their educa-
tion. (In subsequent projections in this study, the distribution of
income sources as in 1957-58 has been taken as continuing -- but some con-
clusions may reflect against such continuation.)
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Table 5 

THE TREND IN SOURCES OF INCOME - HAVERFORD COLLEGE
Selected years

e

Of income from College
sources:

(258,791) 100%

From students (cash
payments)

228,157 88

Scholarship allowances 16,655 7
Other (board and room 13,979 5

from non-students, rent
for use of facilities,
overhead from research
grants)

Number of students

Analysis

328

(654,605) 10096

542,231 83

50,909 8
61,465 9

490

1939-40

Total income $408,848

From endowment 146,270
From College sources 258,791
Other (chiefly donations 3,787

from Alumni, corporations,
et al)

100%

1951 -52 

$1,035 , 544 100%

36 364,555 35
63 654,605 63
1 16,384 2

1957-58

10096$1,348,546

483,353 36
770,099 57
95,094 7

(770,099) 100,

588,090 76

107,090 14
74,100 10

455
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Average cost per student 	 $1,276
	

$2,101
	

$2,962
(See Table 1)

Average paid by student	 696
	

1,102
	

1,288

Sources of income as percentages of total expenses 

Students (cash payments) 54.5% 5 2 .7% 43.6%

Scholarships (from special
funds, donations, and
general budget)

4.0 4.9 7.9

General endowment (minus
or plus surplus or deficit

37.2 34.8 35.8

Other 4.3 7.6 12.7

Note: Except for scholarships, this table does not include in totals or
in categories the income from restricted funds. For example, only
one-half of Philips Fund income is included.



Projection of Costs 

The necessity of continuing a program of increases in the Faculty
salary schedule and the likelihood that other costs will increase, probably
proportionately, require an examination of future demands on income sources.

In Table 6 are noted the effects of cost increases of 50, 75, and
100 percent over the 1957-58 level. In all cases, the relative proportions
of the several income sources in 1957-58 are assumed. Obviously, this
means that, if costs increase by 50 percent, endowment income must in-
crease by 50 percent	 either by increase of principal or by increase in
the rate of return, or a combination of the two. Since it is not likely
that the rate of return will increase substantially, the burden of any in-
crease would fall heavily on principal.

Sections B and C of the table show the effects on total costs per
student and on the shares to come from different income sources if the
student body were increased but if real costs* were controlled so that they
did not increase proportionately. Control of real costs means, among other
things, holding down the number of Faculty and the number of course offer-
ings, but the success of this control is aided by the presence of some
relatively fixed costs, that do not vary directly with the size of the
student body, such as the maintenance of grounds and intercollegiate ath-
letics.

It should be noted that, in sections B and C, there is no consider-
ation of the capital costs of providing for the increase in the number of
students. Chiefly, these would be in the form of dormitories and lab-
oratories. Maintenance of such facilities would be in the assumed 5 per-
cent increase in real costs.

Thus an increase of 75 percent in money costs would, if the College
remained at its present size, require a 75 percent increase in endowment
income. But if the student body increased to 525 a 75 percent increase in
money costs would require only an increase of 59 percent in endowment
income (from $1070 to $1710 per student). Or, if the student body were
550, the demand on endowment would increase by 52 percent (from $1070 to
$1635 per student). Similar comparisons can be made for any of the income-
source categories and for any combination of money-cost increases and
College-size increases. This is the economy effect, highly simplified,
of greater volume.

The Economy of Courses, Classes, and Teaching Loads 

From the foregoing analysis of costs and of the sources from which
expenses are met, and in view of the necessity of further increases in the
major cost item -- Faculty salaries -- it is evident that "something has
to give," somewhere. .What are the alternatives? Following. are some logical
alternatives, not listed in order of preference or practicability.

*"Real costs means actual goods or services involved in the operation
of the College. Thus, real costs would increase if more Faculty or
maintenance workers were employed. If there were no additional purchases
of goods and services, but prices rose, only money costs would increase.
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Reduce the number of Faculty members. (Perhaps eliminate an entire
department or departments.)

2. In two- or three-man departments, avoid replacements of those on leave.

3. Increase Faculty teaching loads.

4. Use students as teaching assistants; greater use of students for
laboratory instruction..

5. Change the distribution of Faculty among the several ranks by hiring
more as instructors or assistant professors and fewer as pro-
fessors and associate professors.

6. Decrease the number of courses offered in any year.

7. Reduce the number of sections in large-enrollment courses.

8. Increase the effectiveness and the amount of Three College Cooperation.

9. Reduce from five to four the number of courses taken by each student
in a semester. (Might be. applied only to upper classes.)

10. Increase the amount of truly independent work by students.

11. Increase the number of students without any or at least without
proportionate increase in the number of Faculty and other real
costs.

12. Increase substantially the income from endowment, presumably by
increasing the principal.

13. Increase substantially the income from miscellaneous sources,
such as Alumni, non-alumni friends, parents, and corporations.

14. Increase tuition.

Possibly attention should be given to real economies in educa-
tional, administrative, and maintenance departments. Certainly, if the
number of students is increased, extreme care must be exercised to hold
these expenses down, and studies must be made to indicate ways to prevent
proportionate increase in expenses. We believe that economies can be
achieved, but they are considered as proper subjects of a special study,
once general policy has been decided.

In the following discussion, it is impossible to consider these
alternatives completely independently. One leads inevitably to another
and they are inextricably connected. It should be noted that none of
them is absolutely inconsistent with the others - conceivably all could
be adopted simultaneously, and some would have to be adopted jointly.

Size of Faculty. Obviously this is a key factor in the College
economy. .What makes it particularly significant is the constant pressure
to add Faculty, and the near impossibility of reversing the increase.
In fact the rigidity of Faculty numbers and of departmental course offer-
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325 1465 520
38o 1710 605
430 1955 695

+ 50%	4095	 1785
+ 75	 4780	 2085
+loo	 5460	 2380

Table 6 

PROJECTION OF COSTS AND DISTRIBUTION OF INCOME - HAVENFORD COLLEGE
For various College sizes - at various levels of costs

Level	 Cost per Paid by 	 Scholarship	 Other endow- Other
of costs student 	 student	 allowances	 ment income	 income per

per student	 per student	 student

College of 455 students - present size

Current $3000 $1310 $ 235 $1075 4 380

+ 50% 11.500 1965 355 1610
+.75 5250 2290 415 1880 665
+loo 6000 2615 475 2150 76o

College of 500 students 4 increase of 10%. Assume real-expense
increase of 5% due to increase in size.

+ 5o
+ 75
+100

4300
5015
5730

1875
2185
2500

34o
395
450

1540
1795
2050

640
730

C. College of 525 students - increase of 15%. Assume real-expense
increase of 5% due to increase in size.

College of 550 students - increase of 20%. Assume real-expense
increase of 5% due to increase in size.

+ 50%	 3910	 1705	 310
	

1400	 495
+ 75	 456o	 1990	 360
	

1630	 580
+100	 5210	 2275	 410
	

1865	 660

Note: The distribution of income among the several sources is approximate-
ly the same, percentagewise, as in 1957-58.
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ings, once they have expanded, was one of the reasons why it was not con-
sidered practicable in the mid-fifties to continue the pressure downward
on the size of the College; instead of pushing down to 400 students, it
was considered advisable, chiefly for economic reasons and in spite of
dormitory crowding, to stop the decline at around 450 or 46o.

Ruthless reduction, with no other change except in teaching loads,
could be disastrous, both in the immediate effect on teaching, personal
contact with students, and research, and in the long-run effect on Faculty
recruitment. But there are several ways in which an absolute decrease in
the number of Faculty members could be accomplished with minor or perhaps
no deleterious effect on the quality of education.

One relatively easy way is by non-replacement of Faculty members
when they take sabbatic leave (or even, perhaps, leave without pay). Of
course, this is possible only in departments with more than one Faculty
member. It requires planning, sometimes looking ahead for several years,
with course alternation, enrollment in courses at Bryn Mawr, etc., but it
has been done several times in the past by at least three departments and
without increasing the burden on Faculty members remaining on duty.

Another measure is increased utilization of courses at Bryn Mawr
(and, to a lesser extent, at Swarthmore). If both Department X at Bryn
Mawr and Department X at Haverford have three Faculty members, inter-
college planning, with some give and take in course content and. scheduling,
should make it possible for one of the two colleges to dispense with one
instructor and send its students to the other college for an advanced
course or two. In the recent past Haverford students have averaged about
45 to 50 enrollments per semester at Bryn .Mawr - in an average of 26
different courses (the number was reduced in 1958-59 to an average of 16
per semester). Bryn Mawr students at Haverford have averaged 28 per sem-
ester in the past three years. But most of this has been without inter-
college planning except for administrative and financial arrangements --
there have been few or no "understandings" between departments at the two
colleges. Planned increase of the cooperation could yield significant
dividends financially and perhaps qualitatively. But mere increase in
intercollege enrollments, without some attrition within departments in
both colleges would produce none of the potential economy. Such co-
operative planning may seem very simple. In fact it is quite difficult;
some complicating factors are intercollege differences in philosophy and
aims (both of which vary from department to department), necessity of as
much course contact as possible with one ' s own. departmental majors, and
content relationships between courses.

Another potential method for economizing in Faculty cost is in the
use of capable advanced students as teaching assistants or as laboratory
assistants or the more extensive use of non-professional laboratory tech-
nicians. It is hardly likely that, in a college as small as Haverford,
with at most three or four-man departments, the use of such assistants
would make possible the elimination of a single full-time Faculty member.
However, this-device might, in combination with other devices such as
intercollege cooperation, enable a one-man reduction in a department or
two. Or, in case of sabbatic or other leave of a department member, the
absentee's courses might be divided among other members of the department,
if the latter were relieved of some of their less-demanding functions by
the use of the assistants.



Were the Faculty not to be reduced at all in total number, it still
would be possible to reduce Faculty cost if more of the Faculty members
were in the lower ranks, with fewer professors and associate professors.
The present status of the market for teachers in practically every disci-
pline makes this difficult, if not impossible -- if an institution is
looking for high-quality teachers. Even in what formerly were normal
times, the maintenance of an economical distribution of faculty among the
ranks was difficult for the small college because of its lack of graduate
students to serve as instructors or assistants and the effect of pro-
gression through the ranks of the best teachers -- hopefully even a high
percentage of those taken on.

Faculty Loads - Course Offerings. Since Faculty teaching load
involves the number of courses, the number of class or other student con-
tacts, and the number of students, the burden of either reduced Faculty
numbers or increased student numbers might be offset by reducing absolute-
ly student enrollments, that is, by reducing the number of courses a
tudent is required to take each semester or by increasing the amount of
independent work done by students. Both of these have been discussed
previously in this report.

A caveats In terms of economic effect, no amount of course re-
duction has meaning without a reduction in Faculty numbers. A program of
course elimination may have some qualitative ends, but as considered here
it would be only a means for facilitating Faculty reduction.

Size of Student Body. Enough has been written already to indicate
that there are a qualitative aspect and a financial aspect to student
numbers. In this section the financial aspect is emphasized, but some
reference will be made to qualitative factors.

In his 1957 annual report President Milton Eisenhower, of Johns
Hopkins, said, "Indeed I am convinced that we could admit from 75 to 100
more new students each year without appreciably adding to cost, if qual-
ified applicants entered the right program. (Underlining supplied.) Such
an increase would strengthen the academic areas involved and provide a
substantial additional tuition income which could be used to improve
faculty -salaries on the Homewood campus." Both the qualitative and the
economic effects of an increase in the student body are centered on the
underlined qualifying clause.

Probably every college and university has its "right program" or
programs. The context of the quotation from Milton Eisenhower's report
indicates that at Johns Hopkins "right program" includes the humanities
and the social sciences. At another institution it might be a more
specific area, such as the fine arts. We believe that at Haverford it
is the upperclass courses.

Addition of 50 students to the Haverford student body, by in-
creasing the freshman intake by 12 or 13, would, at the present tuition
rate, add455,000 a year to income -- less than three percent of the
present total budget. Adding 19 students to each class (an increase of
15 percent) would add $8+,000 to income, less than six percent of the
budget. .Adding 25 to each class (an increase of about twenty percent,
making a total student body of around 550) would add $110,000 to income,
less than eight percent of the budget total. But $110,000 is getting
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into a consequential absolute magnitude -- for example, it is equivalent
to a twenty-percent increase in Faculty salaries from the 1958-59 base.

However, it must be asked whether such increases in the student
body can be absorbed without increasing the size of the Faculty-- an
increase in real costs. Possibly, with a Spartan personnel policy
(hopefully with respect only to numbers), 12 or 13 additional students
in each year's class could be absorbed without adding to. the Faculty,
by some increase in section sizes, possibly entailing here and there
changes in teaching methods. Pressure would be felt in some of the large-
enrollment lowerclass courses, probably particularly in laboratories and
some modern languages. But in upperclass courses, except project courses,
the additional enrollments would add very little to Faculty load -- on
the other hand, as has been pointed out, they probably would add to the
educational quality of 'many small-enrollment courses.

It is hardly likely that 25 could be added to each freshman
class -- a total student-body increase of 100 -- without increasing the
Faculty. Even with adjustment in teaching methods, section arrangements,
etc., some departments with large freshman and sophomore courses would
seek relief and would be justified in their requests. So a substantial
portion of the $110,000 added income would be absorbed in the salaries
of additional Faculty members. If only five departments were so affected,
the added cost would be about a third of the income gain.

It should be pointed out that Three College exchange of course
- registrations is of no advantage in relieving this added burden on the

lowerclass courses. .Intercollege enrollment is properly limited to
courses not offered at Haverford. Anyway, the equivalent courses at
Bryn Mawr are also heavily enrolled and they could not accept increases
any more easily that we-could.

Part-time teachers are not a good answer to the situation of in-
creased lowerclass-course enrollments (assuming that good part-time
teachers can be found), at least for the long run. Exceptions to this
would be Faculty members on joint appointment with Bryn Mawr or Swarthmore.

If full-time appointments were made, an almost inevitable result
would be additions to upperclass-course offerings, as has been explained
previously.

One does not have to look far for a possible answer. Many upper-
class courses at Haverford are, surely in an. economic sense and probably
in a qualitative sense, underenrolled. Here is the area corresponding
to Milton Eisenhower's "right program" proviso. If it were possible to
admit fully qualified students to the upperclass level, (1) the larger
size of some of the presently underenrolled upperclass courses would add
to the quality of the courses, through more intellectual competition and
stimulation to the students and through classes more stimulating to the
instructor, (2) there would be clear economic gain in that additional
educational costs would be minimal (or zero), and (3) enrollment pressure
on already-large courses would be felt in only 10 or 12 courses at most,
and there the device of limited enrollment might be used.

An additional 15 transfer students at the junior level (we have
in recent years been taking about 5 each year at sophomore and junior
levels combined) would add 30 to the student body. The Admissions Office
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has estimated that 20 transfers are about the limit, from the present
prospect and considering both qualitative factors and the problem of ab-
sorption or orientation. This would yield added income of only $33,000
-- with no addition to educational costs but probably with a little
gain in class interest in the very small upperclass courses. Financial
advantage: relatively unimportant; qualitative advantage: small but
fairly certain; on balance: apparently worth trying. Perhaps the ex-
perience with 15 additional good transfers per year would (1) encourage
us to try a larger number, (2) attract applications from more high-
quality transfer students, as "the word got around."

Physical Facilities.

In the foregoing discussion of a potential increase in Haverford's
student body, nothing was said of dormitory capacity and other physical
facilities. This is not the place to make a detailed survey of physical
needs and capital needs and sources. However, it is recognized that
laboratory facilities will have to be increased in any case -- even for
the present enrollment, so here it is a matter only of how much to in-
crease. Library physical facilities probably would be able to handle
a modest increase in the number of students, but the service functions
would have to be increased. Classrooms in general could handle a
moderately increased student body. Difficult "pressure points" are the
Meeting House and dormitories. Since enlargement of the Meeting House
is hardly likely, two alternatives come to mind: (1) further "dilution"
of Meeting attendance by staggering the classes, and (2) holding two
Meetings simultaneously, the student (and Faculty) composition of each to
be varied from time to time.

Dormitory expansion is needed even with the present College en-
rollment, to relieve crowding in Lloyd and Barclay. Suggestion: Build
dormitories to house 50 to 60 students. Keep the present housing
arrangements in Lloyd and - Barclay, using the larger dormitory space for
an experimental increase in the student body. If the experiment is a
success, there would be ample justification for still more dormitory
construction to relieve Lloyd and Barclay. If the results of the ex-
periment are negative, and we wished to return to our present size, we
could do so without feeling an over-investment-in-dormitories, merely by
relieving the housing pressures in Lloyd and Barclay.

Further studies of the physical aspects of the College are
necessary, including plant and equipment both for the "present" College
and for the changes suggested in this report. The first stage of such
studies has been at least started by the survey of land and plant use
by Vincent Kling, the architect employed by the Board for this purpose.
The next stage is agreement on priorities among, capital projects and
their timing. Then a schedule of capital needs can be worked out and
specific proposals made to the Board.

Increases in Income 

Of the alternative means of meeting the situation facing Haver-
ford. and colleges in general, listed on page 39, there remain the major
sources of income -- tuition, endowment, and donations. These are the
province of the Board of Managers. If a policy regarding the future size
of the College is determined by action of the Board and the Faculty,



based in the first instance on considerations of quality and educational
practicability, and considering the economics of the educational program,
it is for the Board to say how such a policy is to be implemented,
financially. It is possible that Board and Faculty will agree to hold
the present size -- in which case the financial demands still will be
present, though they would be of a different nature from those attending
an increase in size. It is possible that the Board and Faculty will
agree on an increase in size and that the Board will accept the challenge
of whatever financial demands ensue, but with some proviso as to timing
of the increase or limitation of the rate of increase in order to hold
them within limitations on financial growth.
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CONCLUSIONS  

^^

The various problems covered by this Report fall into several
categories. For example, some of them require basic policy decisiox.s by
both the Faculty and Board. Other problems are of particujev concern
to the Faculty and need not be settled at the same time As a first
step towards a solution of some of the most basic problems, there fdllow
a few of the obvious conclusions to be drawn from the Report. Two
general policy statements are set forth on which a decision should be
made to permit intelligent planning in the future.

As for the conclusions: In the first place, the pressure on the
colleges and universities of this country to enroll twice as many students
in 1970 as at Present places a heavy social responsibility on all insti-
tutionstutions of higher learning. While Haverford College, no matter wha
policy it adopts, can do little to solve this national problem quanti-
tatively, it has a certain responsibility to accept a share of the

 number of excellent students seeking a high quality liberal arts
education. At the same time the College ought to avoid putting greeter
strains on the limited supply of good teachers.

The question of the future size of the College must be re-examined
in the light of existing pressures and future trends. The Board policy
of 19+7 provided that the total enrollment in the College should be re-
duced from about 550 to 400, which was modified seven years later by Pres-
ident White to a maximum of 450. A careful study of several men's
colleges comparable in many ways to Haverford reveals that they all con-
sider themselves small colleges, that they intend to expand from 20 to 30
percent. These institutions are also concerned with the importance of
maintaining their present educational qualities. They do not expec
their expansion to have an adverse effect on quality. Studies and c om-
parisons of them further indicate that the size of a: student body is not
necessarily the chief determinant of whether or not a college possesses
and manifests the best characteristics of a small college. On the Other
hand, the opportunity for all the members of a college to participate in
a congeries of common experiences and the degree and depth of a common
community experience are an important part of the College educational
experience. Tbus any future policy for Kaverford College should provide
for perpetuation of a maximum opportunity for such experiences.

Similarly, it was discovered that a low student-faculty ratio
does not necessarily assure superior education. If the most is made of
the educational.experience by both students and faculty, a higher retio
might improve quality, particularly in courses of very small enrollment .

Specifically, providing students of adequate quality in larger numbers
can continue to be found, there would seem to be a unique opportunity to
increase the size of the junior class each year by the addition of trans-
fer students without lessening and probably improving the quality of the
small classes. There would likewise be no appreciable increase in got
resulting from this increase. If, for example, as many as 15 transfer
students were admitted each year after e few years, the College pop4la--
tion would have thus increased by about seven percent. At the sometime,
the acceptance of a Freshman class averaging 135 students, or about 10
more than recently, could. entail no additional expense. It would, after
four years, together with the transferees, result in seventy more students         



and thus increase the yearly income of the College at the present rate of
tuition by nearly $80,000, but anticipated additional needs will doubtless
be several times this amount.

One of the most impOrtant aspects of the problem of maintaining
a high quality of education at Haverford. College is the anticipated
increase in costs during the next decade. It is estimated that costs
of operating our colleges and universities are likely tO double in the
next decade. A leading factor in this rise will be the need to raise
Faculty salaries to meet the demands created by a short supply and to
place our Faculty members in the economic status they deserve. As Faculty
salaries are the largest element in the annual costs, this increase in
expense will be felt especially severely in a quality institution such as
Haverford. College if it is to obtain or retain the type of Faculty members
it desires,

If the need for Faculty could be reduced, these increased costs
could obviously be lessened. One way of reducing this need, without sac-
rificing quality might be to lower the number of required courses from
five to four a semester for each student. Such a change could also save
Faculty time. An appropriate place to apply this, from an educational
point of view, would be in the two upper classes. At the same time, more
savings might be realized through the elimination of some courses and by
closer cooperation among departments of the Three Colleges on new appoint-
ments, thus occasionally permitting reduction of Faculty in a department.

changes of this sort, while placing a minimum pressure on facili-
ties, particularly if new dormitory space is provided and new facilities
are found for our science departnents, would mean that the College was
accepting as much of its responsibility as it could without disrupting
its standards and without straining the finances of the College. In fact,
the financial status of the. College might be slightly improved. Such
proposals in themselves will not solve the social or financial problems
facing the College. But if carried out along with an active program to
increase income through all possible means, these problems may become
less formidable than they now appear.

Specific Policy Recommendations 

1. The present policy of limiting the size of the College to a max-
imum of 45o students does not seem to be justified under the
circumstances. The College should adopt a flexible policy which
would permit a gradual limited expansion in total number of
students, provided such expansion did not endanger the quality
of the education offered. Immediate steps should be taken to
plan adequate physical facilities for this program. A constant
review should be made of any changes to determine their valid-
ity at the time of said review.

An example of "gradual limited expansion" would be a program
of admitting as soon as practicable, seven or eight more
transfer students and about five more freshmen each year.
Two years from the inception of such a program, the College
would have increased by about 25, to a total of 480. If
both parts of this program seemed to be working out success-

] fully, either or both could be doubled so that an increase
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of 70, to a total of 525 - could be achieved in another
•	 four years.

2. As a fundamental principle, the size of the Faculty should be
restricted, in so far as this i$ consistent with the educational
standards of the College and its basic liberal arts aurric um.

Such a policy would of necessity require planning to make
use of all special advantages the College possesses and
to discover additional advantageous opportunities. Far
example, closer Three College cooperation should develop
not only in joint appointments but also in such matters as
joint planning by similar departments to avoid duplication
in advanced courses and to encourage complementary offer-
ings.



• FACULTY OF HAVERFORD COLLEGE

Special Meeting	 N©vember.23, 1959
President Gorton, presiding 	 4:10 P.M.

Minute 1:	 The "Guide for Planning the Future Size of Haverford College"
which had been distributed to the faculty, was discussed at
length. Topics of the discussion included the number of
courses necessary for "minimum coverage in a department," the
student-faculty ratio,_course size (particularly in the upper-
class courses) and the educational aims of the College.

Minute 2:	 Russell Williams expressed the appreciation of the faculty to
the authors of the report.

Minute 3:	 The Curriculum and College Program Committee was asked to con-
sider the suggestions made concerning the "Guide for Planning
the Future Size of Haverford College." The committee will
solicit the opinion of the faculty as to effective course size,
minimum department coverage, etc.

Adjourned: 6:15 P.M.

Harmon C. Dunathan
Secretary
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FACULTY OF HAYERFORD COLLEGE

Special Meeting	 December 14, 1959
President Borten, presiding 	 4:45 P.M.

Minute 1:

Minute 2:

Roy Randall read a statement describing the aims and organization
of the athletic program at Haverford. This statement and other
facets of the athletic program were discussed at length.

The faculty considered the problem of schedule conflicts be-
tween the athletic program and certain academic courses; in
particular, laboratories which require more time than that
available before 4sOO P.M. The faculty recommended that the
faculty members of the Athletic Advisory Committee consider
this problem and bring suggestions to the faculty.

Adjourned: 5:30 P.M.

Harmon C. Dunathan
Secretary



FACULTY OF HAVERFORD COLLEGE

•	 Regular Meeting
President Borton, presiding	

December 17, 1959
11:05 A.M.

Minute 1:	 The minutes of the meetings of November 19, November 23 and
December 14, 1959, were approved as corrected.

Minute 2:	 The Curriculum and College Program Committee (Loewy) announc-
ed. the preparation of a questionnaire which will be distribu-
ted to the faculty. The completed questionnaires will be
used by the committee in the preparation of a report on
faculty reactions to "The Guide for Planning the Future Size
of Haverford College."

Minute 3:	 The Curriculum and College Program Committee (Loewy) present-
ed a recommendation for the College policy in awarding Final
Honors (Annex I). The discussion of this proposal followed
questions of the qualifications necessary for each class of
Honors as well as the number of different classes of Honors
to be granted. A question was raised as to the practicality
of a system of Honors which limited College Honors to those
who had already received departmental Honors. The faculty
was nearly unanimous in declaring the proposal approved in
general form, but with certain editorial changes tó be made.,
The faculty agreed that the new system for granting Honors
should be instituted for the Class of 1961.

Minute 4:	 President Borton announced the joint appointment of a pro-
fessor to lead the Asia Study Seminar.

Minute 5:	 The Committee on Fellowships and Prizes (Pfund) called atten-
tion to the Garrett Prize for systematic reading. This prize
has not been awarded in recent years.

Minute 6:

Minute 7:

The faculty representatives to the Board informed the faculty
of a study being carried out at the request of the Board to
determine the College's potential for a capital funds drive.
The results of this study thus far are quite favorable. The
Resources Committee of the Board was given authority to con-
tinue its study of the needs of the College.

George Kennedy, as chairman of the ad hoc committee to ap-
point a Librarian, called for suggestions and nominations
from the faculty for this position. The committee is also
concerned with the problem of defining the scope of the
Librarian's work.

Adjourned:	 12:20 P.M.
Harmon C. Dunathan
Secretary
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Curriculum Committee	 December 15" 1959

TO MENBEFiS CF THE Fr'►CULTYs

The Curriculum Committee hag reconsidered the honore program and had the
helpful advice of t+arcel Gutwirth, Ted Hetzel and Frank Parker. The
following proposals seem to the members of the Committee to incorporate
the advsntugea of most suggestions made by members of the faculty. We
propose to present them at the regular faculty meeting of Thursday, Uso a
17, 1959. It is desirable for a decision to be taken se soon as possible
so that students may know what will be expected of-them this spring ©

THE CURRICI,'LU, COMMITTEE R^ C ,•úá1END$ TO THE FACULTY:
S

1. that the Committee on Fellowships and Prizes be renamed the Committee on
Honors, Fellowships and Prizee.

20 that each department be asked to prepare a description of the nature of
honore work and the criteria used in judging it in that depe.rt.rent, that
the Same be submitted to the Curriculum Committee for review and that,
when approved, it be oirculeted to students and in subsequent years be
inserted in the Catalogue under the requirements of the severe]. depert.,,ents.

3. that the paragraph on Honorable iention on page 116 in the present Catalogue
be given a bold lettered heading of its own and inserted between the
description of Eiow'r Societies and Honors.

4. that the section on Honorable ,•.ention be followed by the bold lettered
heeding FINAL 11:.NRS, with the following description:

Final honors are designed to stimulate u student to undertake and carry

through eoademic wart -, . high quality. . student who is considered to

have the requisite ability is invited by his major department to become

an honors candidate us early as possible in the ccuree of his major work.

The exact nature of departmental honors work and the criteria used, in

judging it are prescribed by each department and may be found listed in

da pertmentaal requirements in this Catalogue. 4,11 departmental honors

work both in quality and •;uentity suet be considerably superior to the

work required for ,reduuticn end zust deaonetrate by the studentes adept-

ness, depth of insight and commitment to u field of interest that he has

developed un intimate underetending cf the discipline of his +major field.

( Cont .. on page 2 )



page 20.

Individual departments are authorized to award.
.ho ors to students whom

they have accepted as honors candidates and whose departmental work has

been of high quality. In the event that u student's departmental work

has been of both high quality and originality, indicating an unusual

degree of competence, the department may award him nal honors.

The records of students who have been awarded honore or híah hsore will

be examined by the Committee on Honors, Fellowships and Prizes and on

the basis-of this examination certain students will be invited to stand

for a degree magna cum laude  or euurna cum laude. yin 'reward of a degree

magna cum laude implies that the student has achiemed, an outstanding

integration of his field of specialization and his College work ce a whole.

An award of a degree auumm*Icum laude   implies that the student has achieved

an exceptienallly outstanding integration of his field of specialization

and his College work as a whole. Since m ná cum laude and summa cum

la auudee are College distinctions and not primarily concerned with a student's

work in his major field it is possible to consider for these honors

students who have been awarded either honors or high honors by their

major departments.

The Committee on Honors, Fellowships and Prizes is authorized to fix the

minimum academic standards aQ. L.eptable in any year for mjigat cum laude

and summaucum laude and to reject any candidate on the ground that his

choice of courses has ehcwn a tendency to avoid advanced or difficult

subjects. The Committee will further conduct by itself and through ace.

opted members, including at least one from the student's major depart-

ments_ such oral and/or written examinations or require such written

essays as it way see fit.

( Concl, on p4.4e 3 )



Page 3.

&Taw!. cum laude and mamma cum laude are Ca wfArded by the faculty on

recommendation of the Co.anittee® Crdinarily not more than five or

six candidates will be awarded piazza C Ulli lauds and not more than one or two

mamma cum &suds in a sinzle yecr,,, but the c.;omimittee may recommend more
aregeal.130.W. CIMS=170. 0214.1.2.1.0

awards or that no awards be made.



TO; Harmon Dunathan, Sec. to the Faculty.

At the Faculty Meeting of December 17, 1959 the Faculty approved in substance
the proposal of the Curriculum Committee for a new system of awarding Final
Honors. The Committee was instructed to make verbal changes as suggested

. by members of the Faculty. This we have done and we submit the completed
statement to you for inclusion in the Minutes. I suggest that you have
it circulated to the Faculty under the heading"ANNEEX to the Minutes of
December 17, 1959." The Committee does not request any action limixtmapma as
the matter has already been approved, but some faculty member may wish to
reopen the matter or quesIlion it..

1. The Committee on Fellowships and Prizes is renamed —the Committee on Honors,
Fellowships and Prizes, beginning Sept. 1, 1960

2. Bach department is asked to prepare a description of the nature of honors
work and the criteria used in judging it in that department and to submit
this to the Curriculum Committee for review. It will be inserted in the
Catalogue in—the description of departmental work.

3. 2tExiximiciptimurmxFixa2xibilmxigoutxxxxxf tanimx Beginning with the Class
of 1961 Honors will be awarded in accord with the following description;

"Final Honors are awarded to students who have undertaken and carried
through academic work of high quality. Final honors are of two kinds, those
awarded b'y departments and those awarded by the College.

A student who is considered to have the requisite ability is invited
by, his department to become an honors candidate as early as possible in the
course of his major work. The exact nature of departmental honors work and
the criteria used in judging it are listed in the departmental statements in this
Catalogue. For honors the work in the deparment must be considerably superior
to that required for graduation. The student must demonstrate his competence,
insight and commitment to his field of interest.

Individual departments may award honors to students whose departmental
work has been of high quality and high honors to those who have demonstrated
both high quality and originality, indicating an unusual degree of competence.

Students who have been awarded departmental honors may be invited by
the Committee on Hono's, Fellowships and Prizes to stand for College honors:
magna cum laude or summa cu,,aude. 	Magna cum laude indicates that a student
has understood to a superior degree the significant relations between the area
of his own specialized competence and his College work as a whole. Summa 
cum laude indicates an even more outstanding achievement. aagna cum laude 
and summa cum laude are awarded by the faculty on recommendation of the
Committee.

The Committee on Honors, Fellowships and Prizes will fix the minimum
academic standards and procedures acceptable in any year for magna cum laude 
and summa cum laude and may require oral and / or written examinations or
essays."



Annex Ib to the Minutes of the Meeting of December 17, 1959

to The C... :` ttee on Fellowships and Prizes is renamed the Committee
on Honors, Fellowships and Prizes, beginning September 1, 1960.

2. Each department is asked to prepare a description of the nature
of honors work and the criteria used in judging it in that de.
partment and to submit this to the Curriculum Committee for
review. It will be inserted in the Catalogue in the description
of departmental work.

3. Beginning with the Class of 1961 9 Honors will be awarded in accord
with the following description:

"Final Honors are awarded to students who have undertaken and
carried through academic work of high quality. Final honors are
of two kinds, those awarded by departments and those awarded by
the College.

A student who is considered to have the requisite ability is invited
by his department to become an honors candidate as early as possible
in the course of his major work. The exact nature of departmental
honors work and the criteria used in judging it are listed in the
departmental statements in this Catalogue. For honors the work in
the department must be considerably superior to that required for
graduation. The student must demonstrate his competence, insight
and commitment to his field of interest.

Individual departments may aiard honors to students whose departmental
work has been of high quality and ugh honors to those who have demon-

- strated both high quality and originality, indicating an unusual
degree of competence.

Students who have been awarded departmental honors may be invited
by the. Committee on Honors, Fellowships and Prizeé to atand,for
College honors* ma naa cum laude or summa cum laude. Msfm oum laude
indicates that a student has understood to a superior degree the
significant relations between the area of his own specialized compe-
tence and his Colle::=" work as a whole. Summa cum laude indicates
an even more outstanding achievement,,	 cum.laude and summa,
Quin laude are awarded by the faculty on recommendation of the
committee.

The Committee on Honors, Fellowships and Prizes will fix the minimum
academic standards and procedures acceptable in any year for gum. cum laude and summa cum laude and may require oral and/or written
examinations or essays."

The Curriculum and College Program Committee
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